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June 24, 1987
 

MEMORANDUM
 

TO: PPC/PDPR/SP, Frank Method ._/ /
 

-
THRU: S&T/ED, D. Sprague
 

FROM: S&T/ED, C. Block
 

SUBJECT: Evaluation of USTTI
 

Transmitted herewith is the final evaluation report on USTTI,
 
carried out at the request of PPC and S&T. The review was
 
carried out over the past several months by John Daly, from
 
A.I.D.'s Office of the Science Advisor, Birge Watkins, S&T/IT,
 
and Joe Sconce, TDP. During this period, they carried out 35
 
interviews and reviewed substantial documentation. The
 
evaluation is in two parts, an interim report dated 13 March,
 
1987, and a final report dated June 22, 1987.
 

As grant manager, I would like to comment on the key
 
recommendations of the report.
 

I. KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
 

1. 	 RECOMMENDATION: A.I.D. should continue funding the USTTI. 

COMMENT: Agreed.
 

2. 	RECOMMENDATION: A.I.D. funding should be put on a
 
long-term basis, through execution of a five-year grant.
 

COMMENT: Our support certainly should be put cn a
 
multi-year basis. However, I would propose 3 or perhaps
 
3-1/2 years, rather thqn 5 years--circumstances change
 
rapidly in this field, and the Agency should review the
 
situation afresh after three years.
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3. 	RECOMMENDATION: A.I.D. funding should grow about 50%, to
 
permit a commensurate growth in the number of USTTI
 
trainees.
 

COMMENT: Disagree. I would propose holding at the recent
 
level of no more than $500,000 per year, with growth to
 
come from other sources of funding.
 

4. 	RECOMMENDATION: Management should continue to be held by

S&T, specifically by ED in collaboration with IT.
 

COMMENT: Agreed, assuming PPC continues to hold the budget

within its own progrom. Should another Bureau's budget
 
pick up the funding for USTTI, tht Bureau may well wish to
 
manage the grant. Meanwhile, within S&T/ED the program has
 
some synergy with other development communications
 
activities carried out by this Office, and makes use of its
 
communications expertise.
 

II. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
 

1. 	RECOMMENDATION: An inter-agency advisory committee should
 
be set up to represent U.S. Government interests more
 
widely in terws of the allocation of the A.I.D. grant.
 

COMMENT: Opposed. Other agencies' interests in this field
 
arise from mandates different from those of A.I.D., such as
 
trade and telecomunications regulation issues. While
 
those issues are of genuine importance to the U.S.
 
Government, the relevant agencies should find a way to fund
 
USTTI participation themselves.
 

Alternative suggestion: have a one-time meeting, called by
 
A.I.D., to discuss this issue frankly arid to solicit wider
 
U.S.G. support. The most germane other agencies include
 
State's Communications Policy Office, Commerce's NTIA and
 
ITA, rDP, and USIA. Within A.I.D., PRE and IT would also
 
be engaged in the meeting.
 

2. 	RECOMMENDATION: A policy round-table, aimed at the
 
ministerial level, be developed as an added USTTI program.
 

COMMENT: An excellent idea for USTTI to consider. I would
 
hope that foundation or USIA funding could be made
 
available, in order to preserve A.I.D. funding, and I would
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be glad to work with USTTI to seek such. If some A.I.D.
 
funding is needed, I would limit it to per diem only, since
 
policy people should be able to secure their own travel
 
funds.
 

3. 	RECOMMENDATION: A few courses should be carried out in
 
LDCs.
 

COMMENT: If USTTI decides to proceed with such courses,
 
which makes sense for many technical skill areas, there is
 
no reason we should not fund some of the participants, so
 
long as our funding is limited, as usual, to travel and per

diem, and the A.I.D. mission in the host country has no
 
objection. USTTI is cautionary about this approach because
 
of the heavy management load it imposes on its small
 
staff. However, overseas installations of U.S. companies

might be encouraged to take on full responsibility for
 
actual course logistics, just as is now the case for
 
U.S.-based USTTI courses.
 

III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT
 

1. 	RECOMMENDATION: That A.I.D. consider a complementary
 
effort in overseas telecommunications and information
 
technology training, through support of regional training
 
centers in the LDCs.
 

COMMENT: Substantively, this is attractive, in that it
 
would fill a strongly perceived need, and with A.I.D.
 
involvement could accelerate the utilization of these
 
advanced technologies within development programs.

However, it would mark a major initiative, with substantial
 
recurring funding obligations, in a field which the Agency

has not yet marked out as a priority. PPC will have to
 
decide whether to proceed further with an investigation of
 
this suggestion.
 

2. 	RECOMMENDATION: This model of industry-government
 
cooperation should be applied to other scientific and
 
technical training needs, in addition to telecommunications.
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COMMENT: Strongly agree. S&T/ED and PPC should convene a
 
meeting to ascertain the interest of other groups in
 
A.I.J. PRE and IT would seem to be likely candidates to
 
take a lead in studying this possibility, with
 
participation from John Daly, who explored the idea while
 
conducting this evaluation.
 

IV. OTHER COMMENTS
 

1. 	I recommend that USTTI be asked to submit, by the end of
 
1987, a business plan that will outline a strategy for
 
decreasing its dependence on A.I.D. funding, through a
 
gradual increase in other sources of funding. We should
 
ask them to set some targets.
 

2. 	We should ask USTTI to explore with us a modest increase in
 
the 	range of courses on new information technology, notably
 
microcomputers, text storage devices, and
 
microcomputer-communications networking. There is a
 
ravenous market for such information and training in the
 
developing world, outside of telecommunications
 
authorities. An observation of the response to new
 
offerings in this field could help guide the Agency's

policy in this area of growing importance.
 

3. 	I believe A.I.D. management of the grant should take a few
 
additional steps; shoqed I continue as manager, I will do
 
so. First, there should be a regular presentation to all
 
trainees on A.I.D.'s interests in telecommunications, in
 
the process noting A.I.D.'s major role in making possible
 
the USTTI. Members of my staff previously gave such
 
presentations, which were well-received, but with staff
 
reductions that is no longer possible. A taped

presentation, largely using available videos, can be
 
developed. Second, we should have TDP regularly present a
 
review of its feasibility studies program to USTTI
 
trainees, conceivably along with other U.S. agencies with
 
potential services to offer to the LDCs. Third, as the
 
report suggests we should encourage participation in USTTI
 
by private sector entities in the LDCs. Finally, we should
 
cable those few missions that have not taken full advantage
 
of the USTTI opportunity, urging them to bring next year's
 
program to the attention of appropriate authorities.
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4. We should add funding to the grant to permit continuation
 
of the A.I.D.-sponsored USTTI course, 'Satellite Systems
 
Applictions For Rural Telecommunications.' This popular
 
course has been offered for the past two years through

funding from the ST/Ed Rural Satellite Program, which is
 
coming to an end in December, 1987. The course is an
 
important vehicle for disseminating A.I.D. work in
 
development applications of telecommunications. It also
 
gives us a more substantive involvement with USTTI, helpful
 
on the management side. An addition of $10,000 per year

will permit continuation of this program.
 

5 One issue we should discuss collectively is the use of
 
A.I.D. funding for the more prosperous countries,

companies, and telecommunications authorities. Should we
 
perhaps offer them only per diem, requiring that they pick
 
up international travel costs? Equity would suggest we
 
should, but we do not know the impact of a change in policy
 
on the participation of experts from such important A.I.D.
 
countries as Indonesia and the Philippines.
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June 22, 1987
 

MEMORANDUM
 

TO: 	 AID/S&T/ED, Cliff Block
 
AID/PPC/PDPR, Frank Method
 

FROM: 	 AID/SCI, John Daly
 
TDP, Joe J. Sconce,
 
AID/S&T/IT, Birge Watkins
 

SUBJECT: 	 Evaluation of the U.S. Telecommunications Training
 
Institute (U.S.T.T.I.) Final Report
 

This evaluation report is complementary to the interim report dated
 
13 March 1987. The general conclusions are still positive with
 
respect to the performance and importance of U.S.T.T.!. This report

is based on a series of interviews conducted after March 15 with
 
trainees, trainers, staff, government officials, and independent
 
observers of U.S.T.T.I. The evaluation team also did some review of
 
files of U.S.T.T.I., in addition to that undertaken for the interim
 
report, and reviewed some pertinent literature on telecommunication
 
policy.
 

CONCLUSIONS:
 

The judgment of the performance of the U.S. Telecommunications
 
Training Institute is very positive. Of the numerous informants
 
interviewed, not a single one was negative about the overall
 
performance of the organization. Negative comments and suggestions
 
for improvement were invariably prefaced with comments that
 
specified 	that they were minor faults with a superior organization.
 
One informant characterized U.S.T.T.I. as "superb--the best
 
instrument of U.S. foreign policy in telecommunications today!"
 

We wish to specifically acknowledge the excellence of the work of
 
Judith Sparrow. At least half of the persons interviewed
 
voluntarily singled her out for special praise, and were unstinting
 
in that praise.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS:
 

It is recommended that a five year grant be made to the U.S.T.T.I.
 
by the Agency for International Development (AID). The grant would
 
allow expansion of the current funding for participants by
 
approximately 50 percent. As discussed below, the limitation on the
 
size of U.S.T.T.I. is primarily from the need to maintain quality
 
and the nature of its services, rather than limits on the need or
 
demand for such training in telecommunications. Thus the
 
recommendation is for modest growth over a sustained period. The
 
grant would be administered by the Science and Technology Bureau of
 
AID, preferably by the Office of Education with the cooperation of
 
the Office of International Training. For the purposes of balancing
 
the targeting of U.S.T.T.I. training to meet the various needs of
 



the U.S. Government, it is recommended that AID form a project
 
advisory committee with representatives of State, USIA and Commerce.
 

It is recommended that the U.S.T.T.I. seek additional collaboration
 
from the private sector and other sources to make a comparable
 
increase in course offerings. Finally it is recommended that the
 
U.S.T.T.I. staff be increased modestly both to accommodate this
 
increased service load and to reduce the per-person staff demands
 
that are currently being made. As U.S.T.T.I. makes the transition
 
from an initiative to an established member of the international
 
community, it is important that it seek to further diversify its
 
sources of funding, and avoid too great a dependency on A.I.D.
 
financing.
 

In general the nature of the program should not be changed. It is
 
especially important to maintain the small unbureaucratic nature of
 
the U.S.T.T.I. organization, and to maintain the courses taught by
 
practicing U.S. experts for selected leaders in developing
 
countries. Modest efforts, of course, should be made to: (1)
 
improve AID missions' understanding of the nature of the U.S.T.T.I.
 
program, (2) improve the descriptive materials available to
 
prospective students about the courses offered, (3) increase the
 
advance notice of students of their acceptance in courses, (4)
 
increase the number of students from countries and regions of
 
special interest to the United States for diplomatic or commercial
 
reasons, (5) make classes more homogeneous in terms of the abilities
 
and backgrounds of the students, (6) improve the design of
 
individual courses using formative evaluation from students, faculty
 
and observers, (7) improve the targeting of training to leaders in
 
telecommunications policy, procurement and management in developing
 
countries of importance to the U.S., and (8) target private sector
 
trainees more effectively in those countries with both public and
 
private sector telecommunications organizations. This
 
recommendation is in effect a recommendation to maintain the trend
 
of product improvement that has been noted by several informants
 
through accepted management practice.
 

We have two specific recommendations:
 

(1) U.S.T.T.I. hold a Poundtable for approximately 12 Ministers of
 
Telecommunications from selected developing countries, with
 
comparably senior U.S. telecommunications executives and
 
government officials. The Roundtable would allow a frank
 
exchange of ideas among participants. While not training in the
 
normal sense of the term, such an exchange should be valuable in
 
improving understanding of developing country leaders of the
 
interests of suppliers of telecommunications technology, and
 
understanding of U.S. officials of the interests of the
 
developino, countries. Moreover, such a Roundtable ohould
 
provide valuable orientation to U.S.T.T.I. as to the developing
 
country needs and dem&ndc for training. If the Voundtable were
 
succesful, it could be repeated periodically. Foundation
 
support might be available for this activity.
 

(2) U.S.T.T.I. provide a small number of courses, on a regular
 
basis, in Third World settings, Several informants were very
 
positive about the Caribbean course last year, and suggested
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that such courses be repeated. Thus courses could be offered in
 
the Mideast (perhaps the IBM scientific research center in
 
Cairo), Asia (Asian Institute of Technology, Indian Institute of
 
Technology), and Latin America (or Puerto Rico). For some
 
courses, fully appropriate facilities exist in the developing
 
world. The savings from 15 to 30 students attending a course in
 
their own region should more than make up for the cost of
 
transporting faculty from the U.S. Such courses could
 
facilitate attendance by students not comfortable in English,
 
and would suggest a willingness of U.S. industry to reach out to
 
the developing countries. Moreover, the few interviewE held
 
with U.S.T.T.I. students in the Americas suggested that they all
 
had visited the U.S. independently, and were not greatly

benefited by exposure to the U.S., per se. It is emphasized
 
that the intent here is to complement a continuing predominant

U.S. training program with a small percentage (10 to 25 percent)

of overseas courses.
 

There are two far more general recommendations that the team wishes
 
to make: (1) that AID consider a complementary effort to U.S.T.T.I.
 
for in-country training in telecommunications and information
 
technology, perhaps based on U.S. trade school, college or
 
university models, and (2) that the U.S. seek to replicate the
 
U.S.T.T.I. model in other sectors.
 

As is discussed in the section on the need and demand for tele
communications training in the Third World, that demand is
 
enormous. Moreover it would be desirable from developmental,

commercial and diplomatic perspectives for the U.S. to help meet
 
these needs more fully. However, U.S.T.T.I. has a comparative
 
advantage for only a portion of this training, and to change the
 
nature of U.S.T.T.I. to extend its range of training might well
 
threaten that which it row dve±s well. Specifically, it is
 
recommended that AID consider supporting a small number of regional
 
telecommunications and information technology training centers in
 
dcveloping countries. Centers would provide professional courses
 
for mid and low level engineering personnel and for technicians from
 
the host and neighboring countriev. Laboratory equipment and
 
training facilities would be U.S. technology (perhaps facilitated by

U. S. industrial donors). U.S. training institutes (commercial
 
technical training, ccllege, or university) would be prime
 
contractors for technical assistance in developing these centers.
 
Private firms would be encouraged to participate through assignment
 
of personnel on detail and in other ways. In this way the U.S.
 
could reach a large number of developing country personnel with
 
training which is critically needed, but who could not justify
 
training in the U.S.
 

A number of persons interviewed felt that the example of U.S.T.T.I.
 
should be expanded in other fields. Some of the germane

characteristics of the situation are: a field of rapidly changing

technology in which the developing countries are having difficulties
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keeping up with training needs: U. S. firms are locked in
 
competition with European and Asian firms for developing country

markets; and international bodies involved in regulation and
 
normalization of the industry. This situation is not found
 
everywhere--for example, a well placed informant in the computer

industry doubted that the U.S. mainframe industry was comparable to
 
the telecommunications industry. On the other hand, the
 
pharmaceutical industry does appear to satisfy these conditions, and
 
in fact the U.S. Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association in
 
cooperation with their international counterpart association to
 
carry out training of developing country governmental officials.
 

Some of the characteristics of U.S.T.T.I. as a response are real
 
partnership between the private and public sectors, a small,
 
efficient secretariat, use of other organizations to provide the
 
actual training, and dependency on larger organizations to provide
 
some of the logistical support. One of the key elements of the
 
success of U.S.T.T.I. according to all informants has been Micky

Gardner. It is not clear that the creation of comparable institutes
 
in other fields such as agribusiness, health, transportation,
 
construction, etc.. will be possible without the dedicated and
 
enthusiastic participation of a private individual who has
 
confidence of and access to leaders in both the public sector and in
 
private industry, and who has the leadership abilities to organize
 
and staff the core organization.
 

BACKGROUND:
 

It is necessary to understand something of the economics of
 
information technology in developing countries in order to
 
understand the role and importance of the U.S.T.T.I. We must
 
suggest first that many of the preconceptions for the American
 
reader must be discarded in thinking about the developing world.
 
Most poor countries are not as literate as we, and even the literate
 
do not have our access to print media. Consequently the value of
 
radio and telephone are potentially greatly enhanced. Secondly, the
 
media are not used in the same manner in developing as in developed

countries. Thus in rural areas of some developing countries,
 
telephones are not used principally for person-to-person
 
conversations but rather for leaving messages for recipients who
 
come to the telephone to pick them up. Similarly, telephones in
 
rural areas of developing countries may be used proportionately far
 
more frequently for medical and other emergencies than in developed
 
countries.(1)
 

Information technology has been reduced in cost dramatically in
 
recent decades. At the extreme it has been estimated that in the
 
past fifteen years cost per unit performance in computers decreased
 
100,000 times. The price of a black and white TV has come down from
 
about $350 (1983 equivalent) to under $100 today, and it is
 
estimated that an acceptable model for rural Africa could be
 
manufactured for under $15. Costs of hard wire telephone lines have
 
come down slightly, and satellite transmission and microwave have
 
dramatically reduced certain kinds of transmission costs. 'hus
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decreasing cost of technology shoul 2rive increasing use of the
 
technology in developing countries.2r
 

There is a clear body of evidence that telecommunications technology
 
use increases with level of economic development. This is true for
 
telephones per capita, radios per capita, televisions per capita,
 
and undoubtedly for more recent innovations such as cellular
 
communications devices( 3 ). Consequently, the economic development

of the Third World will stimulate demand there for telecommunica
tions and information technology. It should be noted that in the
 
early i980's per capita availability of radios was estimated as
 
roughly eight times as high in developed as in developing countries,
 
television as 13 times as high, and telephones as roughly 20 times
 
as high.
 

Information technology has interesting economies of scale. One
 
expects that here will be the general character of decreasing
 
returns to scale in some senses--the phone calls that are made now
 
probably have high value per call; additional access to phones would
 
probably encourage more calls of lower per message value. This is
 
like the situation for many goods and services. However, the more
 
phones exist in a country, the more valuable it is to have a
 
phone--the more people you can contact and the more information that
 
is potentially available. Similarly, the larger the audience for a
 
broadcast, the more resoutces you can put into the preparation of
 
the broadcast, and the more benefits you can bring to the listener.
 
Thus in many respects the more complete the information infra
structure in a country, the more beneficial is further investment in
 
information and information technology. Thus growth in information
 
sector in developing countries should stimulate more rapid further
 
growth.
 

The economics of information technology appear very favorable in
 
developing countries. Scattered studies in fisheries, agriculture,
 
social services and manufacturing sectors all suggest high returns
 
to investment in communications technology(4).
 

There is a growing consensus that developing countries and donor
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agencies have underinvested in telecommunications( , ,7 ).


Essentially the argument has beeis made that economic studies of
 
investments in telephone and other telecommunications investments
 
have focused on the revenues appropriated by the organizations
 
running the systems, as compared with the investments required.

However, frequently the consumer surplus from use of such media is
 
many times the price of the service. Thus evaluating the utility of
 
a phone call at the price of the call may underestimate the consumer
 
utility by orders of magnitude. More generally, some observers
 
suggest that investment in communications infrastructure has
 
considerable leverage in the the benefits of other investments, and
 
communications investment externalities can be a positive motor for
 
economic development.
 

Finally, the activities of developing countries and those of
 
developed are profoundly interrelated in specific areas of
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telecommunications (8 ,9 ,1 0 ). Thus, decisions made as to the
 
allocations of satellite orbits, the allocation of broadcast
 
frequency to specific users or types of use, or the granting of
 
international carrier rights to certain classes of carriers have
 
major economic impacts on developed and developing countries. In
 
some degree these interests are complementary, but obviously more
 
attention is directed at areas of competing interests.
 

In summary, the situation is one of probable rapid investment in
 
telecommunications infrastructure in developing countries. The
 
rapid investment will produce major developmental opportunities. It
 
will also produce considerable market growth for various types of
 
telecommunications equipment. Currently the U S. is at a
 
disadvantage in competition for this market(1l). The rapid growth
 
will also inevitably strain the absorptive capacity of the
 
developing countries, especially in terms of technically trained
 
people to run, use and manage the new technological infrastructure.
 
Finally, the degree to which the U.S. is seen as responsibly
 
responding to the real needs and legitimate interests of the
 
developing countries in dealing with the opportunities and
 
challenges of information technology, to that degree may we expect
 
them to respond responsibly to our needs for international
 
cooperation.
 

QUANTIFICATION OF THE APPROPRIATE SIZE FOR U.S.T.T.I.
 

Two approaches appear possible for the analysis of the appropriate
 
scale for U.S.T.T.I. On the one hand it is possible to calculate
 
the need for U.S.T.T.I.'s services. This, of course, can only be
 
done in terms of the numbers of people to be trained to meet its
 
several objectives. The alternative approach is to calculate the
 
capacity of U.S.T.T.I. to offer training based on the number of
 
organizations likely to work through U.S.T.T.I., and the capacity of
 
the U.S.T.T.I. team to manage the effort.
 

In terms of the diplomatic objectives of the U.S.T.T.I. informants
 
in the appropriate agencies gave the organization very high marks.
 
In part this was simply due to their ability to bring the existence
 
of the organization up in meetings and discussions. However,
 
appropriate informants could invariably give examples cf individuals
 
that they had met in international negotiations that had been
 
U.S.T.T.I. trainees. U.S.T.T.I. staff at our request reviewed the
 
lists of participants at six international meetings on
 
telecommunications and identified the former trainees in
 
attendance--percentages ranged from 2.3 to 9.5. Particularly
 
noteworthy was the fact that 9.5 percent of the participants at the
 
1984 Radiodiffusion Conference and 9 percent of th: those at the
 
1985 Space WARC were U.S.T.T.I. trainees. It is suggested that the
 
universe of persons qualified for these fora is quite limited, that
 
U.S.T.T.I. is targetting the participants quite effectively, and
 
that continuation of the training of this group at approximately the
 
current level of effort is appropriate.
 

It is noted, however, that two informants felt that U.S.T.T.I. was
 
not reaching enough of the most senior developing country
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telecommunications policy makers. The review of a sample of
 
application forms is not a good mechanism for evaluating such a
 
claim, but the data in the Appendices does not refute the claim.
 
For that reason a recommendation has been made to initiate a
 
Roundtable Meeting of U.S. and developing country telecommunications
 
policy makers.
 

In terms the developmental and commercial objectives of U.S.TT.I.,
 
the number of individuals to be trained may be very large indeed.
 
One informant suggested that the number of persons involved in
 
technical aspects of broadcasting and telecommunications in the
 
developing world may be on the order of 250,000. Some data
 
illustrative of the needs are as follows:
 

Numbers of Radio Transmitters by Region(12 )
 

Africa 700 
Asia 3,400 
Latin America 5,300 
Middle East 450 
Oceana 450 

Total 10,300 

Thus there are estimated to be more than 10,000 radio stations in
 
developing countries, which are likely to have the need for several
 
trained persons each.
 

A recent study of communications in Andean Pact countries( 13 )
 
identified the following figures from knowledgeable sources:
 

Bolivia 16 television stations, 59 radio stations
 
Colombia 5 channels TV, 404 AM and 92 FM radio stations
 
Panama 5 channels TV, 75 radio stations
 
Ecuador 346 radio stations
 
Venezuela 6 channels TV, 164 radio stations
 

The 1100 radio stations in these five countries is roughly
 
comparable to the figures given above.
 

The data in the accompanying table, drawn from the UNESCO
 
Statistical Yearbook 14), suggest very large numbers of persons

working in broadcasting in developing countries.
 

We have been less successful in obtaining data on telephone
 
employment. The following data from Saunders et all( 15)suggest
 
both the size of the telephone system and the potential for
 
expansion:
 

Distribution of the W.rld's Telephones and Population
 

Region Telephones (198]) Population
 

Developed Countries 470 million 1,205 million
 

Developing Countries 38 million 2,976 million
 



ESTIMATES OF
 
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN RADIO/TV
 

COUNTRY 


AFGHANISTAN 

ALGERIA 

ANGOLA 

BAHRAIN 

BANGLADESH 

BELIZE 

BENIN 

BHUTAN 

BOLIVIA 

BOTSWANA 

BRUNEI DARUSSALAN 

BURKINA FASO 

BURUNDI 

CAMEROON 

CHAD 

CHILE 

COLOMBIA 

ETHIOPIA 

FRENCH GUIANA 

GHANA 

GUINEA-BISSAU 

GUYANA 

INDIA 

INDONESIA 

IRAN 

IRAQ 

JORDAN 

MADAGASCAR 

MALAYSIA 

MALI 

MOROCCO 

PAKISTAN 

PHILIPPINES 

REUNION 

RWANDA 

SENEGAL 

SIERRA LEONE 

SRI LANKA 

SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 

UNITED REP. 

OF TANSANIA
 

ZAMBIA 


TOTAL IN RADIO/TV 


1587 

2800 

900 

314 


2926 

58 


154 

25 


983 

261 

839 

217 

165 

280 

125 


3260 

1126 

781 

94 


3229 

89 

90 


19,941 

8,849 


11,541 

2,981 

1281 

370 


5,785 

336 


1607 

5,485 


18,786 

88 

84 


914 

634 


2,563 

909 

51 


557 


461 


%TECH 


N/A 

39.8 

11.0 

5.4 

N/A 

13.8 

4.6 

8.0 

N/A 

4.3 

4.8 


19.2 

9.7 


17.9 

17.6 

11.4 

35.1 

13.6 

6.4 


20.7 

18.0 

7.8 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 


14.9 

N/A 

N/A 

14.9 

19.3 

N/A 

N/A 

11.4 

N/A 

10.5 

3.2 

N/A 

N/A 

11.8 

16.2 


N/A 


0 TECH IN R/TV
 

N/A
 
955
 
99
 
17
 
N/A
 
8
 
7
 
2
 

N/A
 
11
 
40
 
10
 
16
 
50
 
22
 

374
 
395
 
106
 
6
 

668
 
16
 
7
 

N/A
 
N/A
 
N/A
 
N/A
 
191
 
N/A
 
N/A
 
50
 

310
 
N/A
 
N/A
 
10
 

N/A
 
96
 
20
 

N/A
 
N/A
 
6
 
90
 

N/A
 

source: UNESCO STATISTICAL YEARBOOK
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We can put these data into the context of Joe Pelton's recent
 
projections for world milestones in information technology(16 ):
 

telephones in use over one billion
 
television receivers over one billion
 
broadcast satellites nearly 200
 
fiber optics cables over 100,000 miles installed
 
computers over 200 million in CECD countries
 
robots and advanced
 

num.. control nearly 500,000 machines
 
investment over one trillion dollars
 

The suggestion is of a need for training which dwarfs the level of
 
several hundred per year possible for U.S.T.T.I.
 

On the other hand, the capacity of U.S.T.T.I. to provide training
 
appears to be quite limited. Perhaps the most telling argument is
 
that the vast majority of persons needing training will be best and
 
most efficiently served by training in their own countries or nearby
 
countries. The U.S. has no comparative advantage in training
 
technicians and equipment repair personnel in the very large numbers
 
that are needed in the developing world, especially not in bringing
 
them to the U.S. U.S.T.T.I. as currently constituted has no
 
experience or arparent advantage in providing in-country training,
 
nor in developing institutions to provide such training.
 

In some cases, such as training in spectrum management or high
 
frequency broadcasting, U.S.T.T.I. appears to us to be close to
 
capacity since it has been fortunate to get unique U.S. organiza
tions to set up special courses. Moreover, various informants
 
cautioned that it ic better to keep the admninstrative staff of
 
U.S.T.T.I. "small and lean (but not starving)." In fact, several
 
informants suggested that at least one additional staff member would
 
be advisable now, because the level of commitment of the four person
 
staff to maintain the very high level of service now provided is
 
unfair and in the long run probably not sustainable.
 

FINANCING OF THE U.S.T.T.I.
 

In the procesn of the evaluation, we discussed the financing of
 
U.S.T.T.I. with officials from AID, State, TDP, NTIA, and USIA, as
 
well as with representatives of the private sector. In general
 
there was agreement that AID was the sole governmental organization
 
with the ability to provide funds for travel and per diem for
 
participants in the training, and that such funding wat needed for
 
many participants.
 

One informant suggested that more of the cost of training should be
 
born by the home institutions of the traineem. In the cane of
 
agencies involved in international telecommunications, even in very
 
poor countries, there is usually considerable solvency--interna
tional telephone is a money making proposition. In the same sense,
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one trainee informant said that he could have found financing if he
 
had had more warning between the time he was accepted and the time
 
he was to report to training. In corroboration, the trainees
 
interviewed were unanimous that they sufficiently valued the
 
training to strongly recommend to their home institutions to send
 
more trainees.
 

We have not had the resources to investigate other possible sources
 
of funding. Thus it would appear potentially possible to stimulate
 
considerably more demand for training from AID mission funds, from
 
the multilateral development banks, and from other donors.
 
Similarly, it would seem that the airlines, seeing their dependence
 
on well certain telecommunications technology, might be willing to
 
enter into sponsorship of U.S.T.T.I. by subsidizing participant

travel (as well as by providing training in telecommunications for
 
civil aviation). We suggest that U.S.T.T.I. staff follow up such
 
ideas, but nonetheless are extremely pessimistic that AID funding
 
can be replaced by other sources.
 

In the discussions with government agencies, however, there was
 
considerable concern that AID funding targeted countries that were
 
not necessarily consistent with overall U.S. priorities. In
 
general, AID has given the highest priority to Africa for training,
 
based on the argument that the developmental benefits of subsidized
 
training will be greatest in countries with the fewest trained
 
personnel in telecommunications. On the other hand, it.is argued

that the fastest growing telecommunications infrastructure is in the
 
8o called "AID graduate" or newly industrializing countries, and the
 
commercial interests of the U.S. would be most setved by emphasizing
 
training in these countries. In terms of diplomatic impact, certain
 
countries such as India, Algeria and Morocco currently have a
 
disproportionate influence In Third World telecommunications fora,
 
and while not AID priority countrier might be for State. Ideally
 
one would wish for a funding mechanism that balanced all U.S.
 
interests and balanced humanitarian, commercial and diplomatic

interests effectively. While for some years it has been proposed

that an agency be created to carry out such a policy in Science and
 
Technology, or in the more advanced developing countries, the
 
problem of lack of an ideal policy instrument still exists.
 

Some informants suggected that there exists potential congressional
 
support for an initiative in the field of telecommunications
 
training to authorize funding for more developed countries and for
 
more commercial and diplomatic purposes if such an initiative werc
 
required. Moreover, there informants suggested that congressiona,

support might be available to authorize such funding in a budget
 
other than AID'S if that, were deemed useful. However, other
 
informants were quite pesonmistic about the potential for such
 
legisi'tive criange for other agencies.
 

NATURE OF TIE U.S.T.T.1. COURSES
 

In one respect the evaluation team was surprised in the evaluation.
 
Initially it appeared that the courses provided through U..S.T.T.Z.
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were relatively standard courses that were developed by U.S.
 
industry for their domestic clients and purposes, and then opened to
 
developing countries through U.S.T.T.I. Examples of such courses
 
were found, as were courses tailored from standard elements in a
 
general curriculum. Even these courses tended to be tailored for
 
the special needs of the developing country students. In two cases
 
informants specified that they had created new courses for
 
U.S.T.T.I. and were now about to market them.
 

Perhaps more important, there were several instances in which
 
courses were created by organizations especially for U.S.T.T.I. that
 
used the line expertise of the host organization, pulling experts
 
away from their day-to-day technical and administrative
 
responsibilities for the purpose of the training. In these cases, a
 
unique opportunity is provided for technical exchange between U.S.
 
experts and carefully selected developing country counterparts. The
 
quality of the professional experience provided for the developing
 
country participant must be presumed very high. Such training, by
 
its very nature is modest in scale--the line experts cannot teach
 
too much or they cease to be line experts.
 

In some cases, however, small numbers of courses for small numbers
 
of developing country experts can have very great benefits. If one
 
considers the international debates on orbit and frequency
 
allocations, for example, the number of developing country experts
 
in decision making situations is quite limited. Providing these
 
people with professional exchanges, in the form of short courses
 
taught by their U.S. professional colleagues, may have profound
 
diplomatic, developmental and commercial benefits. Thus the
 
promotion of specially crafted courses by public and private
 
organizations, drawing on their line staff to provide collegial
 
exchange with very carefully selected developing country colleagues,

is a unique and potentially very valuable service of U.S.T.T.I.
 
which it should continue to stress.
 

COMMERCIAL INTEREST IN U.S.T.T.I.
 

A number of informants were questioned as to why their corporations
 
were participating in U.S.T.T.I.'s programs. The responses were not
 
uniform. However, while some scattered reports were made of
 
specific commercial follow-ups in the sale of products and services,
 
this wan not a predominant theme. One informant articulated
 
particularly well themes inherent in a number of interviews. The
 
informant stressed that there was a corporate responsibility in
 
training and technology transfer owed to develiping countries, which
 
his corporation was willing to shoulder. However, he further
 
stressed that he wanted it to be clear to the developing countries
 
that his corporation was willing to shoulder this responsibility.
 
He further stressed that there was a corporate responsibility to the
 
United Staten to back the countries efforts in international
 
telecommunications, and that his firm sought to fulfill this
 
domestic responsibility an well. It wan hin position that serious
 
undertaking of these corporate responsibilities to the home country
 
and the client countries was in the long term advantage of his
 
corporation.
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COMMENTS ON DATA ON TRAINEES AND APPLICANTS
 

A relatively brief investigation of the data on trainees was made.
The application form is brief, and provides basic data for
statistical purposes on 
the trainees. 
At least one informant from a
training institution commented that there was 
some difficulty in
selection of the most appropriate data from these forms.
suggestion, however, was not that the form itself was 
His
 

lacking.
Rather, he suggested that AID and other U.S. Government personnel in
the field be motivated and instructed to do a better job in working
with candidates to assure the forms were appropriately filled out by
the applicants.
 

It may be noted from the data in Appendix 1 that many of the
applicants had had previous training abroad, and that while the U.S.
had done more training than any other single country among these
applicants, training in other countries was 
reported more
as often as training in the U.S. This 
than twice
 

was particularly striking in
that eight of the sample reported previous U.S.T.T.I. training.
 
The most 
common location in the sample for trainees was Africa, and
African trainees were less well educated than applicants from other
regions. Forty-one of the trainees had less than a B.S. degree.
One wonders if this low level of education is representative of
individuals making policy or 
specifying equipment for their
 
countries.
 

A large percentage of the individuals in the sample were either
technicians, or 
non-technical 
(i.e. public relations, personnel,
programming) employees. 
Again one may question the degree 
to which
this selection of individuals represents policy makers and those who
specify equipment.
 

It is interesting to note that the sample was drawn very heavily
from the public sector. 
 In part this is no doubt due to the fact
that the public sector 
is much more heavily involved in the media in
developing countries than in the U.S., 
and especially so in Africa.
Nonetheless 
one wonders if U.S. Government agencies publicizing the
program have an 
inadvertent bias toward public broadcasting rather
than private broadcasting, and toward public telephone organizations
as 
compared to private companies involved in cellular and other
 areas of telephony?
 

Reviewing the information on 
age and sex of applicants and trainees
provided in Appendix II, one notes that 
relatively few women apply
for the training, and that unfortunately they are accepted in
slightly lower proportions than their male colleagues. 
It is also
noted that appflcant are more frequently in their 30's than either
their 20's or 
40's. 
 Selection appears to favor older applicants,
which seems reasonable in terms of selecting more senior and
therefore more 
influential trainees.
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APPENDIX I--DATA ON TRAINEES
 

The following data was obtained from the files of applications for
 
U.S.T.T.I. trainees. A random seed was selected, and then a sample was
 
drawn of every 10th application.
 
new applicant repeat applicant previous trainee not specified
 

53 12 8 3
 

Previous International Training Noted in Application
 

U.S. 	 Britain France Germany Japan Other
 
15 13 2 4 6 14
 

Level of Responsibility of Applicant
 

Division Project Engineer Techn'ician Non-technical 
Manager 

9 
Officer 

8 33 27 27 

Level of Education 

level region Afcica Near East Asia Latin America 

less B. S. 26 1 3 11 

B. S. 15 8 10 18 

more B. S. 1 2 7 3 

Type of Home Organization
 

Telecommunications Broadcast Other Telecom. Non-Telecom.
 

Public 46 21 5 4
 

Private 3 1
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------------------------------

------------------------

------------------- 

1986 USTTI PARTICIPANTS BY AGE, SEX
 
TOTAL-339
 

MALES FEMALES TOTAL
 

AFRICA 21-30 11 3 14 
31-40 34 1 35 
41-50 .20 20 
51-60 6 6 
OTHER/NA 11 11 

- --m -m -- - - a a a a a n 

TOTAL 82 4 86 

ASIA 	 21-30 5 5 10
 
31-40 28 5 33
 
41-50 17 2 19
 
51-60 3 1 4
 
OTHER/NA 6 1 7
 

TOTAL 59 14 73
 

CARIBBEAN 	 21-30 18 18 
31-40 27 2 29 
41-50 14 2 16 
51-60 3 	 3
 
OTHER/NA 21 	 21
 

TOTAL 83 4 87 

C/S AMERICA 21-30 12 3 15
 
31-40 22 22
 
41-50 10 10
 
51-60 1 1
 
OTHER/NA 3 3
 

nan S .a . .... ai 


TOTAL 48 3 51 

NEAR CAUT 	 21-30 6 1 7 
31-40 22 2 24
 
41-50 4 2 6
 
51-60 2 2
 
OTHER/NA 3 3
 

--- a -a - - a a a mm m a a am 

TOTAL 37 5 42 



------------------ --------------

1987 USTTI APPLICANTS BY AGE, SEX TO MARCH 18, 1987
 
TOTAL-410
 

MALES FEMALES TOTAL
 

AFRICA 	 21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

OTHER/NA 


TOTAL 


ASIA 	 21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

OTHER/NA 


TOTAL 


CARIBBEAN 	 21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

OTHER/NA 


TOTAL 


C/5 AMERICA 21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

OTHER/NA 


TOTAL 


NEAR EAST 	 21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

OTHER/NA 


TOTAL 


40 

87 

38 

7 

7 


179 


30 

33 

22 

11 

3 


99 


9 

15 

2 

1 

2 


29 


12 

29 

10 

1 


52 


2 

10 

3 

1 


16 


6 

4 


10 


7 

7 

2 

2 


18 


1 

2 


2 


5 


0 

1 

1 


2 


46
 
91
 
38
 
7
 
7
 

189
 

37
 
40
 
24
 
13
 
3
 

117
 

10
 
17
 
2
 
1
 
4
 

34
 

X2
 
29
 
10
 
1
 
0 

52
 

3
 
11
 
3
 
1
 
0
 

18
 



1986 USTTI PARTICIPANTS BY AGE, SEX
 

MALES 

AFRICA 21-30 11 
31-40 34 
41-50 .20 
51-60 6 
OTHER/NA 11 

TOTAL 82 

ASIA 21-30 5 
31-40 28 
41-50 17 
51-60 3 
OTHER/NA 6 

TOTAL 59 

CARIBBEAN 21-30 13 
31-40 27 
41-50 14 
51-60 3 
OTHER/NA 21 

TOTAL 83 

C/S AMERICA 21-30 12 
31-40 22 
41-50 10 
51-60 1 
OTHER/NA 3 

TOTAL 48 

NEAR EAST 21-30 6 
31-40 22 
41-50 4 
51-60 2 
OTHER/NA 3 

TOTAL 37 

TOTAL-339
 

FEMALES TOTAL 

3 14
 
1 35
 

20
 
6 

11 

4 86 

5 10
 
5 33
 
2 19
 
1 4
 
1 7 

14 73 

18
 
2 29
 
2 16
 

3
 
21
 

4 87
 

3 15
 
22
 
10
 

1 
3
 

3 51
 

1 7
 
2 24
 
2 6
 

2 
3
 

5 42 



U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE
 

CORPORATION 

AT&T 

BellSouth Corporation 

CBS 

COMSAT 

Cable and Wireless 

Citibank, N.A. 
Citicorp 

Citibank, N.A. 


Digital Equipment 


Dow Jones &Co., Inc. 


E.F. Johnson 

GTE 

Hughes Aircraft 

IBM Corporation 

ITT Corporation 

MCI 

Merrill Lynch 

HISTORY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

DATE AMOUNT 

6/15/83 
7/24/84 
3/18/85 
5/28/86 

25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

2/20/86 25,000 

2/8/85 10,000 

12/3/82 
4/24/84 
6/21/85 
2/20/86 

25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

7/18/86 25,000 

9/25/84 
1/6/84 
11/12/85 

1,000 
4,000 
1,000 

9/9/86 25,000 

11/9/83 5,000 

6/22/83 4,000 

2/4/83 
5/30/85 
10/28/86 

25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

8/20/84 1,000 

6/22/83 
11/19/84
8/15/86 

10,000 
10,000 
10,000 

8/23/83 15,000 

12/10/82
3/2/84 
5/23/85
3/6/86 

25,000 
25,000 
25,000 
25,000 

6/14/83 4,000 



Motorola, Inc. 

New York Times 

Foundatioa
 

Northern Telecom, 

Inc. 

Pacific Telesis 


International 


RCA 


Rockwell Inter-

national Corp.
 

SBS 


Southwestern Bell 

Foundation
 

US WEST 

Westinghouse 

Western Union 

Xerox 
The Xerox Foundation 

2/85 15,0005/23/85 10,000 

2/28/86 25,000 

12/11/84 10,000 

6/14/83 25,000311918525,000
3/19/85 25,000 

12/31/84 25,000 

2/26/86 25t000 

6/22/83 15,000 
8/11/83 500 
10/15/84 1W,000 

11/11/84 10,000 

9/18/84 1,500 

2/15/86 1,000 

4/4/85 25,000
 
3/10/86 25,000
 

9/16/83 8,000 

12/23/82 25,000 
1/20/84 25,000 
3/15/85 25,000 
2/20/86 25,000 

1/3/84 12,000 
10/23/85 15,000 

12/20/86 



U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE
 

Record of Scholarships*
 

ORCANIZATION 


AID/Washington 


UST'TI 


ITU 


IPDC 


USAID (Missions) 

World Bank 


UNDP 

Pakistan Developnt Support Proj. 

Cyprus-PAerica Scholarship Fund 

Institute International Education/IIE 

Organization of American States/OAS 

Partners in Americas 

Asia Pacific Telecmnunity 

Partners/Internat'l Ed. &Training 

World Mteorlogical Organization 

U.S. Information Agency 


AID/Rural Satellite Pro.rm 


Trade &IXveloprment Program 

(Dept. of Cormterce)
 

Fulbright Fellowship 


Chinese Coord. Advisory Association 

CClSAT 

Nord Resources Corporation 

Brazil Science Pesearch Council 

Digital Equirrent Corp. 

Hubert fhm)hrey Fellowship Prog. 

*Includes full and partial scholarships 
**Combined first two years of training
+Includes 

1983-84** 1985 1986 

33 101+ 132++ 

22 11 49 

31 10 28 

33 7 -
- 4 -

2 1 9 

- 2 -

- 2 
- 3 1 

- 1 1 
. 1 

- 3 2 

2 2 1 
- 1 7 

- 1 -

34 2 

1 - -

2 - -

1 -

11 

I -

2 

I -

2 
-

funcL fram f784 and FY85 AID grants 
44Includes half of FY85 grant h $300,000 extension in 1986 

NOTE: Average stay in 1986 for each AID funded participant was 26.50 days. 
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U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE
 

1986 SOURCES OF FUNDING
 

FUNDING SOURCE 


AIDW 

USTTI 

ITU 

WORLD BANK 

PART-INTL EDUC/TRAINING 

PART FOR THE :4ERICAS 

PAKISTAN TRAINING PROG 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP 

NORD RUTILE RESOURCES 

USIA 
INST FOR INTL EDUCATION 

ASIA-PAC TELECOMMUNITY 

CYPRUS-AMER SCHOLARSHIP 
HUMPHREY FELLOWSHIP 

EMPLOYER 

SELF 

COLLEGE-VIRGIN ISLANDS 

TOTAL 


TRAVEL SOURCE 


122 

37 

28 

9 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 


1 

1 

1 
1 

129 

2 


339 


PER-DIEM SOURCE
 

132
 
42
 
27
 
9
 
7
 
2
 
1
 
2
 
1
 
2 
1
 
1
 
1 
1 

60
 
1
 

49
 

339
 



SOURCES OF SUBSISTF.NCE FUNDING (1986) 

OTHER (2.7%)
 

CVI (14.5X)
 

ILF (0.3%) AJOW (38.9X) 

ONG (I7,7X) 

USAI (2 9%)
 
W8 (2.7X)
 

ITU (80X) USTT, (124X) 

SOURCES OF TRAVEL FUNDING (1986) 

OTHPR (1 eK) 

NOW (3nO,) 

,(W X U(38 

* ~iTlj,(3%) 



AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WASHINGTON, D.C 20523 

13 March 	1987
 

MEMORANDUM
 

TO: 	 AID/S&T/ED, Cliff Block
 
AID/PPC/PDPR, Frank Method
 

'
 FROM; 	 AID/SCT, John A. Daly l
 
TDP, Joe J. Sconce C
 

AID/S&T/IT, Dirge Watkins 0 Uj
 

SUBJECT: 	Evaluation of the U.S. Telecommunication Training
 
Institute--Interim Report
 

The evaluation to date has been quite positive. No informant
 
has yet been encountered who does not on the whole approve of
 
the U.S. 	Telecommunications Training Institute (USTTI). It
 
appears to be an efficient small organization that successfully
 
integrates public and private sector support in pursuit of its
 
objective!s. Training arranged by USTTI appears to be of high
 
quality and the fields of training appear to be generally
 
relevant 	to the ob]ectives of the program. 

The team 	has some reservations as to the program. It appears
 
that USTT1 trains too few people to accomplish its full
 
objectives, especially in light of the emphasis on telecommuni
cations training assi;tance of other donors. It has been
 
suggested by :;oe informants that the program could be better
 
targetted in term.- of country and trainee priorities to accom
plish USTTI '.;overall goals. AID financing of the program has
 
been ad hoc, and informants have suggested a need to find a
 
bt .ter mechanism to finance the public sector contribution and
 
in so doing onablr the program to better meet itis commercial anid
 
political ob-jectives. It seems that the financing should be put
 
on a more predictable basis with a longer range grant: .ovided 
to USTTI. 

At this time the evaluatuion team recommendi; that Interim funding
 
be provided to USTTI to finance their efforts for CY 1987 and
 
p-event any programmatic delay. It neems clear that a modest
 
grant will he u:sed in i cont effectiv, manner to achieve goals 
appropriate to the U.Si. Government. The final report of this 
evaluation team will bt, delayed for about one month an the team 
addresses the renervation: identified above. It is now 
perceived that a multi-yemr grant will be an appropriate 
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instrument for funding the USTTI in the future, and that a 
reasonable period will be required for negotiation of such arl 
agreement after the evaluation is completed. However, the
 
momentum and continuity of the effort should not be threatened
 
in the process of stabilizing the support for the program--thus 
the need for immediate interim funding. 

BACKGROUND
 

USTTI serves as an intermediary in the provision of training to 
developing country representatives in telecommunications policy 
and technology. It solicits U.S. private and public sector 
organizations to provide such training gratis, and solicits 
funding for travel and per diem grants to deserving developing 
country participants in such training. A small staff manages 
the process. 

USTTI comnpleted its fourth cycle of training in 1986. In that 
year 340 people completed one of the 37 courses arranged by 
USTTI, bringing the total in its history to 903 people from 90 
developing countries. Of the 1986 trainees, 132 were recipients
 
of AID scholarship funding. 

The resources involved in the program were identified by USTTI
 
as follows (in $ thousands): 

Private sector contributions (note that in-kind 
resources are USTTI's estimates)
 

cash 301
 
in-kind 1,968
 

U. S. Government
 
in-kind 326
 

Scholarship contributions
 
U. S. private sector 10
 
U. S. government


A.I.D.* 
Other 

International organizations 

554 
45 

170 

TOTAL 3,374 

USTTI 
and (3) 

has three objectives: 
diplomatic. 

(1) developmental, (2) commercial, 

0 'ThI -n-7ntiution was from a $300,000 grant made in 1986 
and carry-overa from the grant made the previous fiscal year.
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(1) Telecommunications training is seen as a cost-effective
 
means of providing development assistance. It has been
 
suggested that the donor community has underinvested
 
generally in improving telecommunications, and that such
 
applications as rural telephony have direct benefits to poor
 
people, very high economic rates of return, and rates of
 
return which continue to rise as communicaticn networks 
increase in coverage and service quality. Mass media offer
 
great potential for formal and informal education, 
especially for disadvantaged populations. Thus USTTI's
 
provision of training to the telecommunications community in
 
developing countries is a vehicle for development assistance
 
with significant economic and humanitarian potential.
 

(2) The maLket in telecommunications equipment is significant,
 
and developing countries have both to extend coverage of
 
their communications networks and to upgrade facilities.
 
The market is very competitive, with U.S. firms in a
 
superior position technolcgically, but facing strong 
marketing competition from European and Japanese firms. The
 
availability of approptiate training improves the market 
position of a country. Morover. U.S. trained 
telecommunications experts are believed more likely to 
specify U.S. equipment or equipment compatible with U.S. 
standards than non-U.S. trained personnel. 

(3) The international fora in which telecommunications policies 
are made have major importance for the U.S. Issues such as 
allocation of rpectrum and allocation of satellite orbits 
have social, cultural, economic, acientific and military 
importance. Fince developing country spokespersons 
represent th. m'-ority in these fora, it is important that 
the U.S. be p!;ceived as responding to their needn and 
argumentr. Moreover, appropriate technical training and 
exposure to U.S. procedures can increase the understanding 
of LDC representatives of the Issues and of the positions of 
the U.S.
 

It i auggested that the telecommunications area is 
prototypical, and consequently that the USTTI be evaluated as a 
model for possible emulation in other sectors. In terms of the 
objectives of the U.S. in telecommunications, more advanced 
developing countries and OPEC countries are of considerable 
Importance-thfey constitute the most dynamic portion of the LDC 
market and frequently ptovide leadernhip in the Group of 77 in 
international fora. However, while they al offer significanto 
potential to achieve humanitarian objectives through tzansfer of 
advanced technologies, they are not the focus of Agency for 
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International Development (AID) concessional financing. 
 USTTI
 
has suggested, and it appears reasonable, that the willingness

of U.S. private organizations to finance training is limited.
 
Thus, especially in contrast to other developed nations, the
 
U.S. is quite limited in its ability to finance training to
 
achieve its multiple goals in telecommunications policy.
 

The telecommunication field is not unique in the coincidence of
 
developmental, commercial and political goals of the U.S., 
nor
 
in a confluence of goals that require emphasis on more advanced
 
developing countries contrasted with a lack of private and
 
public vehicles to promote those goals. The pharmaceutical

industry, for example, faces similar problems and has developed
 
a training program through the international association of

pharmaceutical manufacturers, to train LDC governmental, 
pharmaceutical-quality-assurance personnel. The computer
 
industry has developed a number of mechanisms to train
 
developing country computer personnel and have, on occasion,
 
sought U.S. governmental cooperation. Nonetheless informants
 
from these industries are concerned with lack of suitable backup

from the U.S. Government for their initiatives.
 

THE PERFORMANCE OF USTTI 

The attached memorandum discusses the trade impact of USTTI. 
Essentially the conclusions are that USTTI is important in
 
concept, positive in impact, inadequate to have major influence 
on U.S. commercial telecommunications sales, and capable of
 
improvement. It appears that other donor nations have far 
more
 
extensive :;ubsidized training programs in telecommunications.
 
technology than does the U.S. 

In terms of diplomatic impact, U.S. Government informants report
that USTTI is useful, but could be improved by more effective
 
targetting of training opportunities. Reviews of participants

at six recent international conferences suggest that from two to
 
nearly ten percent had been recipients of USTTI training.

Moreover, State reports that the. USTTI initiative has proven a 
useful demonntration of commitment in international fora.
 

In terms of development impact, the training appears to be of
high quality, and to benefit a large number of countries. 
Attachment 2 provides some comments on the reports of AID 
Internationnl Training experts. However, impact again seems to 
be quite limitod an compared to needs. I'or example, there are 
an estimated 8,940 radio transmitters in developing countries 
serving nome 537 million radio receiver.;. If one wzre to Jse a
benchmark of three traineeships per transmitter to improve the 
developmental impact of programming and the 
technical efficiency
 



of operation, the demand for traineeships would be approximately
 
27,000. There are comparable needs in telephony, television,
 
and other fields of telecommunications. Thus ft is clear that
 
the few hundred traineeships per year provided by USTTI meets
 
only a small part of the need.
 

METHODOLOGY
 

The evaluation team has met with Frank Method and Cliff Block of
 
AID for a detailed briefing on the scope of the evaluation. It
 
has met with the staff of USTTI, and reviewed a significant
 
quantity of materials prepared by USTTI staff describing their
 
program. In this respect, the cooperation of USTTI staff has
 
been exemplary. The team Is embarked on an extended series of
 
interviews with trainees, trainers, relevant U.S. Government
 
officials, and board members of USTTI, as well as outside
 
observers. The team is, of course, also relying on their own
 
general knowledge of international training and cooperation.
 

SPECIFIC ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE SCOPE OF WORK
 

l.* USTTI appears to have a good data base, and has quickly
 
responded to specific queries.
 

2. The profile of the typical USTTI trainee has not yet been
 
established.
 

3. The comments in the body of the memorandum deal with the
 
fulfillment of objectives by USTTI.
 

4. Selection of trainees appears to be an involved process.
 
Selection begins in the selective dissemination of information
 
about USTTI by AID missions, the Department of State, and other
 
agencies. Telecommunications agencies in LDCs appear quite
 
selective in offering opportunities for training to their own
 
employees. Nonetheless, the number of applicants for training
 
programs exceeds the number of spaces available. Organizations
 
offering training also screen applicants, apparently primarily
 
to assure that they have the qualific,ations to participate
 
effectively in the specific class for which they have applied.
 
Applicants to be funded by AID grant funds are also screened by
 
the AID project officer to assure that the balance of training
 
meets AID objectives. Finally USTTI staff integrates the
 
various screcning inputs to select the final classes, giving

priority to nominees from AID missions.
 

*. numbers refer to specific points in a memorandum by Frank
 
Method, titled "U.S. Telecommunications Training Institute
 
Evaluation."
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Similarly, USTTI seeks to offer training that meets the
 
expressed demands of LDC telecommunications professionals.

However, it is limited in doing so to offering those courses
 
that will be given freely by U.S. public or private
 
organizations. Inputs from relevant informants are obviously
 
taken into account in developing the course offerings.
 

The evaluation team has not yet focussed on the balance of
 
substantive course material.
 

5. Expansion beyond U.S.-based training is already seen as
 
controversial. There are clear advantages in bringing LDC
 
decision makers to the U.S. where they can see the advantages of
 
U.S. policy preferences in application for themselves. However,
 
there is equally an argument that some training will be more
 
efficient and relevant if done in developing countries. One
 
course was given by USTTI in the Caribbean, but clearly a single

experiment is not sufficient to form the basis for a permanent

policy decisions. Some of the collaborating training
 
institutions regularly give courses overseas.
 

6-8. These topics are still under study.
 

9-10. It seems clear that the current AID process for handling
 
USTTI is capable of considerable improvement. While $1 million
 
has been provided to USTTI in grants over four years, there is
 
no lonS term grant agreement. The project is managed by one
 
bureau, but the funding decision ir made on the basis of
 
decision memoranda prepared in a second. There is no long term
 
budgetting for USTTI, nor a long term agreement for the
 
appropriate level of U.S. Government funding. The problem is
 
further complicated by the fact that USTTI is regularly involved
 
in programs and the functions of other agencies of the U.S.
 
Government who do not share the contributions to its budget.

The identifications of alternatives for the improvement of this
 
situation will be d major focus for the remainder of the
 
evaluation.
 

Attachments:
 
TDP/Sconce memo to SCI/Daly dated 10 March 1987
 
Notes from B. Watkins
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U.S, TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAH 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523 

March 10, 1987
 

MEMORANDUM
 

TO: John Daly, SCI
 

FROM: 	 Joe J. SconceY TOP
 

SUBJ: 	 Evaluation of the United States Telecommunications
 
Training Institute (USTTI)
 

I. In the evaluation Committee for USTTI., I have agreed to
 
examine the impact of its training programs on U.S. exports of
 
goods and services in the telecommunications sector. The AID
 
members of the Committee will give primary emphasis to the devel
opmental impacts of USTTI.
 

2. In high-technology industries such as telecommunications,
 
training can be a potent instrument for promoting exports. The
 
attached cable from the Commercial Counselor of the U.S. Embassy
 
in Lima, Peru illustrates how the Japanese, in particular, are
 
using training as a sales technique for gaining dominance in the
 

Peruvian telecommunications market. While we have no global
 
data, we must assume that the Peruvian case is typicdl, i.e.) that
 
the Japanese and Europeans are training many more persons from
 

developing countries in telecommunications than is the U.S. For
 
example, France recently established a large telecommunications
 
institute in Guadelupe to train hundreds of Latin Americans
 
annually. Obviously, French manufacturers and service providers
 
will be the principal beneficiaries of this initiative.
 

3. USTTI believes that its progrims are effective in stimulating
 
sales of U.S. telecommunications. Explicit evidence of this,
 
however, has not been provided.. As far as we were able to ascer

tain, USTTI has no deliberate or systematic procedures for evalu
ating the impact of its training on U.S. exports. This is under
standable in view of USTTI's very small permanent staff. But 
USTTI also takes 6 very altruistic and indirect view of its trade 
promotion function, as demonstrated by the following excerpt 
from its Chairman's Report: 



"Another key element of the USTTI's record of success in the
 
first four years is its "no strings attached" approach to
 
providing quality training. Unlike training provided by

most developed countries, the USTTI does not require gradu
ates to buy U.S. equipment, nor do we ask USTTI participants
 
to leave our shores converted to our open, free-enterprise
 
society. The only quid pro quo that the USTTI insists upon

is that each trainee work diligently while attending USTTI
 
training, and then, when back home in his/her own country,

vigorously share the benefits of the training with their
 
colleagues.
 

4. Substantial additional funding would be essential for USTTI
 
to expand its training to approach the number of persons who are
 
being trained by the main competitors of the U.S. in telecommuni
cations. For reasons which are abundantly clear, it is highly

unlikely that the U.S. Government will provide the added resourc
es necessary to build USTTI into a strong force for promoting

U.S. sales in tho developing countries. The U.S. telecommunica
tions industry and USTTI, however, should be able to take certain
 
deliberate tactical and qualitative measures to enhance the
 
effectiveness of training as a marketing devise, e.g.:
 

A. Target Selection:
 

USTTI, in consultation with U.S. telecommunications
 
suppliers and consulting tirms, should assign priority to train
ing persons from countries in which the U.S. firms are bidaing,
 
or intend to bid, on contracts for telecommunications equipment

and services. U.S. suppliers should see it ds in their interest
 
to pay for the training and also may be able to write off the
 
training costs as a legitimate marketing expense.
 

B. Choice of Technology:
 

USTTI, together with U.S. industry in the sectors,

should focus on specific "technological bundles" in which the
 
U.S. is competitive and which U.S. firms are attempting to ex
port. It is known, for example, that the U.S. is not particular
ly competitive at the low end of telecommunications technology

but is highly competitive at the high end. Thus, as a general

rule, USTTI should emphasize training in the upper segment of the
 
technology and explicitly stress training in the equipment and
 
systems design which U.S. firms are seeking to export . If
 
country X is calling for bids in integrated digital networks,

(IDN) USTTI should tailor trdining programs for IDN in country X.
 
The U.S. firms which are pursuing this export opporttinity in
 
country X should be willing to findnce the training.
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C. Coordination with Lenders and Donors:
 

USTTI should remain in contact with lenders and donors
 
to mesh its training programs with "real" projects which are in
 
the planning stage. For example, if the U.S. Trade and Develop
ment is contemplating the funding of a feasibility study for
 
satellite earth stations in Country Y- USTTI should attempt to
 
offer training in this subject to country Y. Similar coordina
tion with Ex-Im Bank, IBRD, IDB, the Asian and African Develop
ment Banks, should yield trade benefits to the U.S. because the
 
traning will be linked to projects which are under serious
 
consideration by both borrowers and lenders and are virtually
 
assured of being implemented.
 

D. Strengthen the Role of Trade Promotion:
 

USTTI's subtle approach of "no strings attached" is
 
highly appropriate in presenting the program to developing
 
countries. The U.S. telecommunications industry, however, needs
 
to know how its contributions to USTTI can be efficiently and
 
effectively used to increase U.S. exports. If the industry' is
 
to be inspired to provide the additional financing needed by
 
USTTI, the "soft sell" directed toward the developing countries
 
should be supplemented by a more persuasive trade promotion
 
strategy, perhaps along the lines suggested above, in USTTI's
 
fund raising efforts vis-a-vis U.S. industry.
 

E. Cultivate the USTTI Graduates:
 

USTTI should provide lists of names and addresses of
 
their graduates to U.S. telecommunications supplier firms.
 
These firms should make it a point to contact the g-aduates when
 
they are on marketing trips in the graduates' countries. The
 
graduates could be very useful in enhancing the U.S. firms'
 
marketing efforts. Also the U.S. firms should place USTTI
 
graduates on their mailing lists for information about the
 
products and services they offer.
 

Attachment: Lima 01079 dated 29 January 1967
 

cc: 	 TDP, C. Holmes
 
TDP, N. Frame
 
T&)P, L. Desoto
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Discussions with members of AID's Office of International
 
Training resulted in high marks for USTTI. 
 In summary, the
 
programs were considered good and cost effective, offering a
 
unique private sector training experience not available
 
elsewhere. 
 Staff also cited the Academy for International
 
Development which manages USTTI as a highly regarded

organization.
 

Partners for International Education and Training, AID's
 
primary placement contractor, has placed participants at USTTI
 
on a limited basis over the past few years. Based on a broad
 
knowledge of training activities in the United States, Partners
 
believes USTTI is an :outstanding training institution. 
 USTTI
 
consistently fulfills training objectives and has been very

responsive to pai-ticipant problems.
 

Discussions with some of the Regional Bureau training officers
 
revealed either a high regard for USTTI 
or a lack of knowledge

about USTTI. 
 Most said that what they heard was good, although

they lacked direct experience working with USTTI. The most
 
knowledgable official said the the training offered by USTTI
 
was what many countries are looking for . He felt that this 
type of training fit well into AID Participant Training
Programs. One training officer had not heard of USTTI. 

RWd InSC. MARI 01W8
 



AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
 
WASHINGTON. O C 20523
 

February 2, 1987
 

TO: PPC/PDPR, F. Method
 

FROM: S&T/ED, Cliff Block
 

SUBJECT: Proposal for 1987 Funding from USTTI
 

USTr has a proposal boifore PPC for $600,000 in A.I.D. funling 
for FY19:3'. Fhat zum uould fund approximately 145 short-term 
participant-tr.i neess about halif of those anticipated by USTTI 
during calendar year 198-7. H; requested, S&T/ED is providing 
these technical ,_-ohrrient_- on the proposal. 

Since PPC aind S::.T have orjanized 3n independent evaluation of the 
USTTI by H-iency oii icer-s dr3'4n 1{or. the O+ffice o+ the Science 
Advisor, the Triide 5rnd [.e',e 1.opr,,e, t Progra n, and the Off ice of 
Intern.3tio3,.I Jrariniri, these ,err~r~s , ill be bviet. 

Train n, ,, I t )n F:IIc-.,,-ar-,e . fhere i- no queztion that the 
trainit, ottered bij the U3TTI iZ ot hijh ij. llitt, and is of 
direct : l-1o the ''or ,t fi th,. ,o3ist fii, jTrit' o+ trainees. I 

have rev ie-.'.d th- e,,fIu Jt or. for-.:; 5jbm.itted by e ch ad-+-unded 

traint e -it ,urt* ,n 1et on the t r i tnn. . t_ ovo ertrwel rnin'l'y 
pOSiti''e r ,s- , ' '7 r. ij it or jooj. I ha-.,e also 
tal ked ,,i .i,,r, eith o th. tr inees, 3raJ have : at in on one of 
the tr3i1 trij 2 ' 22 iof these ober,' .t ionS cont 1,-i a high level of 

engagert'ent bi t,..-r i nee-s in the nce oub+to+ the trai'ing; as 

well s hi l ee,)r0 ot sraite.ctlrl. 

Train r, ,'-- t. r in- th,. part, IjWDTI tri j-iar is asking HI) 

support e':'l 1 ei, tr- 3r1,Jel -ind per di col. o+ trlin e s, plus 15. 
to Cover te ,cos:t ot orientation, ,:Oitoi..riiccaltorn wiith rmissions and 

other mni se I Ic,.eou s '::ts *il. TI u7 e. other reso:)urces to tund its 
staff, ard the traininrg tsel !: pIrovied :4t no cost b'j U.S. 

tcorporat ion.:. rhe a',er'a9, tr ine Is in thl ; coun r',j tor ', to 4 
weeks, tpi ,:jll,) t's irgj t.o ,,ur.e d'ril) that tirei. tie cost 
per tr iin.oe 1:.It 'jost- 1':4, 10oI, rs 'i: iryrrie~rIir ears 
biecausl ot o+1,d,'b _':,',r-ec theb-ett.r I itlj of bjbi-tobj,. 
USTTI stt t , It the i* '. jovern1iie t er- t') p.jJ +(,I trilning. 0i 

this cal ibr, irn th . hlgi'hl't t.ichni'c- i l'IJ th,; iddel ,.,O t +or 

each .oli .$'_J) -i 000, to atr a it e 1,1 e o ais.!e r i , .,her vn uu I.)* k I for 

nine to ti)tu thO' .;ll nd dol I jar- tot i l. he :hg r 'd- -o t rrat ,jen.en t Is 
# .rtil Iir l riot e * n th. ti 1i'1h qUal lt~j Ofcleirly i b ar) i In. 

the t r I n 1 -j r o ald.j 

supports the )icoij thit thei hA I 12 helpful to) tho U. .p. 
pol itical ly, not lbl'o Ir thl :; i'-. , i.ei t '. '.:ortt4'ti rwai -liot ions 
within thle tr-.r,.ei or $i the . 1 1.I0. n Oft tr'.tin11eSI. rijo.,h. ,t 

grows, aio' do' i tihe nijii)tr Ot ' i ,' t.l*')'eu i itr,ty i)ul i c;--i.1kars 

with xO.*et ro.l ltio lhip' ,J thIri U. ,' inl t,# 1. 1 . . . It also) will 

inevu tibli btj helpt'j1 Iin the tr-idt 4r~oj, *Ob-iuJI, I an io jies with
"spec1 , ,- . ). COMPnhi sla 4nfI throiJhi t al ri I if I li i.i t it . $. 

tiChnO|,j-'j raritl ti v~i'p1 ier%. 
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Achitvement of Develgpment ObJectives. From a development 
standpoint, the training certainly assists in improving the 
operations, decision-making,, and possibly management o.i LOC 
telecomimunications systems. Such systems are elowl,j becoming 
more im.,portant vler.ienrss. o+ the devel oprnent e,;udt ;intce HID 
has neither re~our-ez nor i pol ictj to fund is-ijor r in 
new teliucotiisun1 *i3tioni rr'r s tru':J tue, it -- t Co". jfriljeo th,;it this
investrioent in traiiri-j i .a'in pproprr tely rlo.jt , but ettectlve
 
way for I. . toti. r-,tr ibute to th, d. t! 
 , .. rI t t.ec tk -. 

5upp.ort t.0-* A cn~imi'taL ~ lt ,.:tL*~ lir 1~ipnitnsupport o t the IJ'.,T I hJlti pr,) I .in )OppoI t'i ', tcIjQ 1'e t theattent i o tr j ti .f ,jrD1'jp)L to Cuti,.r IJrtitu ot thi_ role>oit 'I 
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May 18, 1987
 

Dr. John A. Daly
 

Office of the Science Advisor 
Agency for International Development

Room 720 SA-18
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

Dear Dr. Daly: 

Pmbassador Gardner asked me to provide
you with a current status report on the 
U.S. Telecommunications Training Institute

(USTTI) 1987 training year. We understandthe final evaluation report is due by early 
June so that our additional funds can be
awarded in a timely fashion. As you know,

due to the commencement of the USTTI training
 
year in April, an interim report was completedand, based on that report, interim funding in 
the amount of $200,000 was awarded. Unfortunately, 
these funds did not become available to USTTIuntil May lt, a full month after our 
training
courses had already begun. This $200,000 should
coverOerapproximately 4848individuals, atatanaverage coat of $4,100 per trainee.
 

While the number of apriicants for USTTI courses has never been greater, lack of fuiding
for USTTI participants for travel and/or perdiem 
continues to impact negatively on the size ofthe courses. Eighty-three percent of theUSTTI courses to dace (courses 87-101 through
87-112) have not been filled due entirely to
 
a lack of fundinq for travel and/Tor perdLiem.Despite the fact that every course hap, beenoversubscribed by an average three-to-one ratio, 

unfortunately only 681 of the course slotsin these couruen have been filllo to (ate. 

As of today, US;TTI ha - 1,534r-ceivod 
qualifiedprofesnionalnapplications from 746 t'lecom/broadcastin 78 Third World countries.
This in nn astounding figure, since, a total of780 individuals applied for training in of*ll 
1986 alone. Applicationo aro still arrivlngand USTTI expects to have well over 1,000 
individuals apply for the 1987 training year. 
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Dr. John A. Daly
 
Page Two
 
May 18, 1987
 

USTTI has graduated another 80 individuals in our first 12
 
courses, representing 93 course slots. Fifty-two or 65% of these
 
individuals needed asbistance from sources outatde their own
 
organizations. The breakdown of the travel and 2erdiem funding

for each course slot is attached.
 

Please do not hesitate to call me if you need any additional
 

information or clarification.
 

With best regards, I am,
 

o(Jjith Spar
irector
 

Attachments
 

ccs Michael R. Gardner
 
Frank Method
 

/Clifford Block
 



OF 'r\ 

COUNTRY 

D[G:TAL EQUIPMENT CORP
 
ALEXANDRE 6ARb.SA BRASIL 

.;O'SE DA SILVA BRASIL 

.WS),DA SLVNA BRASIrJ 


NUMBER O&' COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 3
 

.NTEIRNAIIONAL IEIECOMMUNICATIONS UNION/IJNDP 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: a 

NORD RESOURCES INC 
AMAR+A 'ARAZID-TARAWALI SIERRA LEONE 

NUMiEk 01.COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 1. 

) ~'/~J 

COURSE
 
NUMER 

87112 
87105
 
87112
 

87 10 
8710"'
 
87107
 
87107
 
87107
 
87107
 
87106
 
87107
 

87111
 

871o7
 
87107
 
871o7
 

871 In
A711i '
 
H710 ,
87Ht2 
83l1',
 

81 u9 
87 .()',
87 o),, 
87 ; 

971O 

871 4 

871u
 

+)1$
/ 1 

8a/ L 
3 /' J* 
8 1
 

A.P. CHAIJIAIURI 
V.V. SINGH 
YARIS ut.MAY 
D. JOEBONO 
TANT I IW11). AJ ANT I 
yOrxMMNG CHEN 

KEFi}AS MA.YE 

KEPHAS MASIYE 


INDIA 

INDIA 

INDONESIA 

INDONESIA 

INDONESIA 

PEOPLE'S PEPUBLIC OF CHINA 

ZAMBIA 

ZAMBIA 


C, NI ZAT'iN U- AM!+'Q.

CA14TL3 diAtoX.:L 
*ijc""O14 bARP (j.N 
,',MUN) ,JA?'L3; 

NIJMbEs 

IRGAN ;,.AT&!ON / iMPLu YER 
.,,,A.,)oRU LLWAKJ<i,

(,Pr~<L~ 'f.dUi 
.t'TVftNofL+S II+E

* 11>;1 1utO ;h, 

<.,4' 10 1A.; 

W:.-iEY
;HANOLER 
::,+ !.NiE '; !")VON 
'L;j:+!N*A N 

.)L'?(P~IN'JON 
:AMULT', f,4.1-1,; 

,PA%.LL/ , 

i-..
I 1 ,',A"Ljk<oAN 
,40k.fT " , 


V' :,+ . ,'.N, r. 

LU I % .,"-'I:AL VI 

'AN :'TAThS WTTFL
 
ARGENTINA 

BO)LIVIA 


,T. LUCIA 
OF COU.;E SLOTS IFUNDED3 

ANTIGtA
ANTIGUA 

ARUBA

ARUbA 
ARUBA 


BAHAMAZ
 
BAHAMAS 

tAJ VsMA3 
BAHAMAS 

BAHAMA ] 

fAHAMA3 


BAR BADO . 
BELIZE 

bE!I,:'* 

.NNA dRA. IL 
F+NLNC%, ,: ,L~ A,4'i I,,'_ (,}')$'IrA RIICA

(.AHL,!)2 A4.+Ai,, ...JNANIL/ . iA ki,':A 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 



S0URCES O 'ThAVL;L-FINDL*-N'; . 1 

COURSE 
COUNTRY NUMBER 

CLAUDIO BERMUDEZ AQUART 
"VAN GARRO 
PODRI6U JAIKEL CHACON 
M0HAMED A1[DEL HAWIU 
MO? fAMEI) AKlhL ,'AM LI 
TALAAT .LT'rOL" ;' 
.;j!THY EL,.,r!AMV 
..' AM I-'A' A. 
!-hAKLEJ ,;AI.A'AA 
A:,ME) I;,hAHiM 
AiiMED . 1iRAHM 

.... r-A-I, 
TAtHW1' :2'" Ui 
,ALAtt VUIJk;EF 

JNIAN RAMdRf-Z ESTRADA 
EST, ARD0 VA.()UEZ PONCIANO 
ESIUAiNDO VASQUEZ PONCIANO 
ROY HUMES 
MOHAMMED '1AJWM0UD 
HECTOiR VERNANDEZ DE LARA 
YAN(; CHI INV IN 

:,, ZMIN 
MAIRIU i'A(,!J 10 
MAMAN)>,U AMAR 

XANG I 'At K 
. N 

IAlA 1 1'. . WEYA 
N,I$Ef OF CUIoRSE SLOTS 

COSTA RICA 
COSTA RICA 
COSTA iRCA 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
EGYPT 
GUATEMALA 
GUATEMALA 
GUATEMALA 
JAMAICA 
JORDAN 
MLE<ICO 
PEOPLE'3 REPUBLIC 
PEOPLE'S kEPUBLI.,C
PHI T,-IPPIN FS 
SENEGAL 
SOUTH KuldI'A 
ST. V NCL.LNT 
TANZANIA 

FUNDED: 46 

OF 
OF 

CHINA 
CHINA 

87101 
87111i 
87111 
87104 
87111 
8 / 107 
8711i 
87108 
87105 
37104 
87111 
A7i 3 

.3711. 
87105 
87107 
87104 
87111 
87103 
87107 
87105 
87107 
8710 
8710'; 
8 710 .: 
871 12 
8 11,0i 
8 0iim 

E/ AL/IN1)IV1!,1JAL. FUNDS 
A-r.':A:,ND;E HAi~AdISA 
AIDA Ll,-::H;NNA1 

;AUi1A NAAMAN 
, .:.L ) I iil 

BRASIL 
EGYPT 
MOROCCO 
NIGERIA 

8710'
87107 
87107 
87k 2 

I-UM ER OF COURSE SLOTS FINDEDc 4 

A'.LN'Y :1k INTL 
.;,AM },AI 
,AM KARI(iY-PAL 
-) IAN NYAf:*HIYONNUHisEP 

DEVELOPMENT iMIS3,oN FuNI)S) 
NEPAL 

NEPA LO ()1' JHURF: :. Lo'h,.4)z 

d11l 
8'1 I ', 

.. iOR t' . NTL 
, .;E 1J/iAt1A:iE1-, 
NAifrNLA4A tAS0FA) 
DANIEL L.A}0ilF'lK1. $I:MPEII 

LANCEY ('oNE 
LANIY CON E 

1,'MANE DEIALi0 

!ThYEL()?MLNT (USTW"l GkANTl 
BOLIVIA 
1,F1 

GMANAGHN
(HANA 

lGIUNEA 
GO I NhA 
GAL IN EA?7IT

EEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 

8710 
87I$ . 
811U 7 1[ 

87101 
8 11 

c 



.4VU(CE""iFQTRAVLf2, -FU.N1 [NG 19- a-
Page-

COURSE 
COUNTRY NUMBER 

PAUL GITAU KENYA 
ANTHONY MWENJA KENYA 
'r:iULo NENE LES3TH()
CHAR ITO SUAEZ PHIL IPP TN&S 
(7-HA1VITO 3IJAd4.Z PHIL IPP INES 
PR I,4CE ING SIERRA [1,-ONE
ALUSINE -5.DI,.)UE SIER1A LE;ONE
ALUSCINE :siiU- SIERRA LEONE 
ABD[-Nk-,i MoUHAMIJD SOMALIA 
I-AO!, }AN;OMBE ZAMBIA 
JE;TONE MASEKA ZAMBIA 
GODFIREY NY;o:A ZAMBTA 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDE-D: 19 

87108 
87108 
87110 
87106 
87107 
87104 
87102 
87104 
87108 
87104 
87110 
87111 

U.S. OFFICE OF O-'REIGN DISASTER ASSISTANCE 
ARNULD BAR CELONA PHILIPPINES 
ARNOLD bARCEL(jNA PHILIPPINES 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDFD: 2 

87106 
87107 

lr"rI DliCI':TIONARY F'UNDS 
MICHAEL MrihLuMbjE 

NUMFiER OF C(JURSE SLOTS 
ZAMBIA 

FUNDED: 1 
87101 

W0NIJj UANX 
Ai0.i4-wA'i) l'()L;ECju 
FIDAO0 I)UMLAO 
AU',.STO PAJAM)NTE 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS 

PH 1 1IPPiNES 
PHILIPPINES 
PHILIPPINES 

FUNDED, 3 

871 01 
8710' 
87101 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 



aOURCES Wl" 
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Page I 

COIIRSE
 
COUNTRY NUMBER
 

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP 
AJEXANDRE BASBOSA BRASIL 87105
 
JOS-E "A SILVA 
 BRASIL 
 87105
 

NUMBER oF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 	 2 

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUN-CATIONS UNION/UNDP

A.P. C(AUHUiRI 

V.V. SINGH 

VARLS L;UMAY 

D, :0E80NO 

TANTI S3IIDJAJANTI 

YOUMING CThEN 

KEPHAS MASIYE 

KEPHAS MASIYE 


INDIA 87107 
INDIA 87107 
INDONESIA 87107 
INDONESIA 87107 
INDONESIA A7107 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 871.07 
ZAMBIA 87106 
ZAMBIA 87107 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 8 

JORD RELSOURIES INC 
AARAA TAPAZI&D-TARAWALI SIERRA LEONE 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 1 
87111 

JRGANIA'i'ION )F AMEII.WAN STATES/CITEL
ANL0 VlAdNCDET ARGENTINA 

HECTOI,? BAidiON BOLIVIA 
R0'3-E0Nu JAME.S ST. LUCIA 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 3 

871 Q7 
87107 
07107 

ORflAN IZATI ON / EMIPLOYER 
(,T,f;qlj 11-:LAAl4)S 
('>-ARIE-3 iLR! 
, Nll-:3Ti'lNo[RE
i.LE. 

;.MIUii
0A:; 

,2,-:i1,i BA'; 


Y C"YANDLER 
'4iI C, N;UL,', Li 


.;L:..NA ,T
hhq: ON 

C: 	 I~iN J O8:NuN 

.,'''E1. IP,)LLE:


.ii.A[.; VY:¢}~~. 


'A'Ii4 i'.ml
.'ra-:ui".NBAHAMAS 

,
!, A'l't4MAN 

LU, WI 1t!A / IVANNA 
.VA'i (;AiH1,) 

MOHAMEID At)I., HAMID 
MU0AXI:U AUlUl:I. HAM I.8 
:'ALAAT I ")1l;Yf
L oUhi Y FI,:;I IAMiY / 

E'.l)AM FA''AIH 

ANTIGUA 	 87211 c 
ANTIGUA 	 3711
 
ARUBA O71.6 
ARUBA 871 02 
ARU13A 
BAHAMAS
 
BAHAMAS
 
BAIHAMA7
 
BAHAMAS 87 ',
BAHAMAS 87k1A1AMASi 	 8/Ii
 

H7j,',

BA4 BAIAIS j/, ,
BRA.15IL 8 1 u ,' 
WOj:'A RICA 	 871,l
 
EGYPT 

', ! 7: 
EtGYI' R :I1 I "' 	 I .T 


BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 
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COURSE 
COUNTRY NUMBER 

-H1A<ER CAPALAA EGYPT 	 87105 
AHMED 	IBRAHIM EGYPT 
 87104

AIiMED 	 IBRAHIM EGYPT 87111
 
MA.3SER MOHAMED 
 EGYPT 
 87108
 
'u"Aii-'}11:;oFREV EGYPT 	 87111
3ATALA 	 'USEF EGYPT 8710 5

A'i TRADA*TI;AN S &'Z GUATEMALA 97107 
XO.)!AMMEU MAiMUU(JD JORDAN 8710 1
E')Rt,"'ERNANDEZ DE LARA MEXICO 87105


KNANG PAIlK SOUTH KOREA 87112
 
ELIFALLWI'I iEKA 
 TANZANIA 
 87108
 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 	 31 

PERSONAL/ INDIVIDUAL FUNDS 
AIDA EL-.5HINNAW1 EGYPT 	 87107
ALEXANDER DIBIE NIGERIA 	 87112 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 	 2
 

U,3. AGENCY 0)R INTL )EVELOPMENT (MISSI(ON FUNDS)
PAM KARKI 	 NEPAL 
 87101
 
RAM I<ARKI 	 NEPAL 87101
:;OHAN NYACHHYON NEPAL 87108 

NUMBER oF '()'iJRtE SLUTS FUNDED: 3 

u. . AG,!.NCV r(, *NTL UF7JELOPMENT (US'vrI GRANT)ROB£rTii CA *41r BELIZE 8110' 
,.',SH, i: RBELIZEL 8{71 1 

' :I:HAHD '.;Q2J(E BELIZE / i i ,
70SE 	 ,'.Ar4.E BOL IVIA 	 87107,"APLo. AIA Alio -I ELHNANDEZ COSTA RICA 87] )'
'7Ai,)A-; A.A(O.-HLRNANDEZ COSTA i ICA 871 
f u)')R1GOrFL COSTA RICA )3",1JAIA ,7HACON

,'A, '.;,OF N , 	 IJ I d71 1 
:.'AN : 1L LAiRIU GHANA A71 

1 Hk; GHANA 871",,P, MWlI 
VA'::,J:1EZ PONCIANO GUATEMALA ' 7104 

ADu 'A.'.:UIJEX PONCIANO 	 GUATEMALA 7-1.;
 

AN:,LY .UNUE GUINFA 	 711 , 

;'A',A'[ 	 KENYA 1 0 J11
AN 'V MWENiA 	 KENY A a71003

'; :,J;Lu 	 LEI OTHOI,;:.E / ,,
FIiA.)i,'A NAAMAN MOROCCO !I7 /
W . PHILI 87% I

jT'A,: IPPINES 
, IfA{o :" 'IJAHtLZ PHILIPPINESl A7tI,
(;1ARI 'lo -,AREZ 	 nH 11 1' NE3 t / .
MA!AI.' AMAX ' FN/1'

114iIN, * 1, ING; I.,(NE'8
LEO-IIA 	 :, 
A;.U81N'I: ::I]UJQIS 	 AVIAIA ICUN1ALED , 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT 	 V 



SOURCES OF PER-LD.EM-FUND,NG I) -Ma y )7 
PFae 3 

COURSE 
COUNTRY NUMBER
 

ALUSINE SIDIQUE SIERRA 1,EONE 
 87104
 
ABDI--W LL MOHAMUD SOMALIA U7108
 
EVANJ JOHN ST. VINCENT 87101
 
;iA'[!t F:ANGOMb" ZAMBIA 87104 

,-.,?'oNEMASEFA ZAMBIA 87110
GIODFREY NGOUSA ZAMBIA 87 '.11 

NUMBER OF COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 31 

lJ.:3. OFFICE OF FOREIGN DISASTER ASSISTANCE 
ARNOLD bARCCELONA PHILIPPINES 87106
 
ARNOcLD BARCELONA PHIL IPPINES 87107
 

NUMBENl OF COU'RE SLOTS FUNDED: 2 

USrI:1SIUOA" UD 
ALYXANLiRE tjAib()'SA BRASIL 87112 
JTOSE !)A MJILVA BRASIL 87112 
-LAUD[u L i[llMEZ AVUART COSTA RICA 87101 
RJY HUMXES JAMAICA 87103 
VAN, .... UING PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 87107 
Fk:NG ".AUMIN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 87107 
MICHAEL V1[,OMBE ZAMBIA 87101 

NUMBER OF' COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 7 

WORLD BANK 
AJHEL ,ANo 'okuE}Ru P?1 LIPPINES 87101 
1'4YLIELO JUMLAO PHILIPPINES 8710 1 
AUGUJ'O .',A, 4MONTE PHILIPPINES 87101 

";UMBER OF' COURSE SLOTS FUNDED: 3 

BEST AVAILABLE DOCUMENT
 



U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE 

GOALS FOR USTTI TRAINING 

Through its sharing of telecommunications and broadcast management and 
technology training for qualified and deserving men and women from the developing 
countries of the world, the U.S. Telecommunications Training Institute (USTTI) has three 
major goals; humanitarian, political, and commercial. The three goals are addressed 
simultaneously through our training outreach; implicit in the training of all USTTI 
participants is the advancement of these goals, particularly, if the participants respond 
to our one request--to share the new knowledge with fellow colleagues so that their own 
domestic infrastructures can be improved. USTTI makes no requests for purchase of 
equipment or adherence to a particular political philosophy. 

HUMANITARIAN 

Despite the once popularly held opinion that telecommunications was
 
merely hardware, it has become evident that telecommunications is the
 
actual pipeline for the dissemination of information with the potential for
 
improving overall life--economic, commercial and social. For example,
 
telecommunications effectively support the management of projects in
 
rural areas, including agriculture, health and education. Research also
 
reveals that developing countries suffer the most severe shortage of
 
trained maopower to manage and maintain their national
 
telecommunications systems. USTTI's goal is to provide individuals with
 
the skills necessary to upgrade, operate, maintain and expand their
 
telephone and broadcast facilities and to mf et their telecommunications
 
infrastructures demands and requirements in order to improve the quality
 
of life.
 

POLITICAL 

During the U.S. government's preparation for the 1982 International
 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) Plenipotentiary Conference in Nairobi,
 
Kenya, the compelling and unmet need in the Third World for more hands
on and management training in telecommunications became quite
 
apparent. The U.S. Ambassador to the ITLJ Conference, Michael R.
 
Gardner, heard repeatedly from telecommunications and broadcast leaders
 
in the developing world that the gap between developed and aeveloping
 
nations was increasing and, if the Third World was to enter the
 
"information age" hand-in-hand with the developed world, training was
 
urgently needed.
 

Telecommunications training ir the most modern rnethods and technology 
continues to help Third World governments operate more efficiently and
 
effectively. This -haring of telecommunications technology officially and
 
effectively makes the Third World a participant in the worldwide
 
telecommunications explosion.
 

U.S. representatives to international telecommunications and broadcast 
meetings are encountering colleagues from developing nations who have 
participated in USTTI coures and exhibit much greater openness and 
understanding of the United States and its positions on various international 
communications isues. There can be no doubt that USTTI promotes 
political harmony. ,5 / 



COMMERCIAL
 

USTTI corporate sponsors believe they are making a long-term investment 
In developing future marketplaces for U.S. equipment and services in the 
Third World. USTTI sponsors feel that the professional and personal
relationships established through training telecommunications and 
broadcast managers, engineers and technicians from the developing world 
and exposing them to their own corporate environment will lead to lasting 
contacts. In addition, the corporations' exposure to these 
telecommunications professionals from the developing world can only
educate and sensitize American corporations to the needs of people in the 
developing world; in turn, U.S. corporations will be in a better position to 
develop world markets. In the long-term, these contacts will be a source of 
information qnd commerce between the United States and the nations of 
the developing world. 
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ORIGIN OF PARTICIPANTS BY AREA/COUNTRY
 

1983- 1984 - 1985 

ASIAIPACWFIC 

Brunei (1984,1985,1986)
 
Burma (1985)

China (1983,1984p1985,1986,1987)

Fiji (1983,1985,1986,1987)

Hong Kong (1983,1984,1985,1986)

India (1983,1984,1985,1986,!987)

Indonesia (1983p1984,198',1986,1987)
 
Iraq (1986)

Korea (1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)

Malaysia (1985,1986)
 
Maldives (1984,1986)
 
Nepal (1985,1986,1987)

Pakistan (1983,1984,1985,1986)

Philippines (1983,1984,I985,1986,1987)
 
Singapore (1983,1985,1986)
 
Sri Lanka (1935,1986)

Taiwan (1983,1984,1985,1986)

Thailand (1983,1984,1985,1986)

Tonga (1984,J985,1986,1987)
 

AFRICA 

Botswana (1983)
Cameroon (1983,1984,1985.1986) 
Congo (1983)
Ethiopia (1983,1984,1986)
Gambia (1983,1984,1986)
Ghana (1984,1985,1986,1987) 
Guinea (1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
Guinea-Bissau (1985)
Ivory Coast (1983,1985) 
Kenya (1983 1984,1985,1986,1987)
Lesotho (1987) 
Liberia (1983,1984,1985,1986)
Madagascar (1983,1984,1983, 1986) 

12S8 23vd STREET, NW WASHINGTON, DC, 003? 2M1.3W? 

- 1986 - 1987
 

Malawi
Nigeria 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Swaziland 
Tanzania 
Uganda 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

TELEX: 191 USTTI 

(1953,1985,1986)
(1983,1985,1986,1987) 
(1983,1984,1986)
 
(1983,1985,1987)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
 
(1986,1987)
 
(1983)
 
(1983)

(1983,1984,l98,I986,1987)
 
(1985,1986,1987) 
(1983,1985,1986) 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
(1933t1986) 

CAILL UITTI WASHINGTON Dt



LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN 

Anguilla 
Antigua 

Argentina 

Aruba 

Bahamas 

Barbados 

Belize 

Bolivia 

Brazil 
British Virgin Islands 

Chile 

Colombia 

Costa Rica 

Dominica 

Dominican Republic 

El Salvador 

Grenada 

Guatemala 

Guyana 
Haiti 

Honduras 

Jamaica 

Mexico 

Montserrat 

Netherland Antilles 

(Curacao, St. Maarten)


Panama 

Peru 

St. Lucia 

St. Vincent & 

The Grenadines
 
Suriname 

Trinidad & Tobago 

Uruguay 

Venezuela 

NEAR EAST 

Algeria 
Bahrain 
Cyprus 
Egypt 

Israel 
Jordan 

Kuwait 
Lebanon 

Morocco 

Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
United Arab Emirates 
Yemen 

TOTAL COUNTRIES TO DATEs 

(1986)
(1983t19391986,1987)
 
(1987)

(1983,1984,1986,1987)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
 
(1984,1985,1986,1987)

(1983,1984,1985,1986 1987)

(1983,1985,1986,19871
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
 
(1986)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986)
 
(1985)

(1984,1985,1986,1987)
 
(1983,!984,1985,1986) 
(1983,1985,1986)
 
(1983,1986)
 
(1986)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,198/)
 
(1983,1985,1986)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986)
 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1987)
 
(1983,1987)

(1986)
 
(1985,1986)
 

(1984,1986) 
(1985,1986)
 
(1986,1987)
 
(1986,1987)
 

(1984,1985,1986) 
(1983,1984,1985,1986) 
(1985)
 
(1983,1983) 

(1983) 
(1983,1986) 
(1983,1985,1986) 
(1984,1985,1986,1987) 
(1983,1985,1986) 
(1983,1984,1985,1986,1937) 
(1983,1985) 
(1983)
 
(1986,1987)
 
(1983,1984,1985) 
(1983
 
(1994,1986) 
(1993,1984) 
(1985,1986)
(1983) 
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cc0" ur century of experience has 

proven that telecommunications 
is a flexible resource - a resource whose 
abundance increases in step with the 
development it makes possible for all 
mankind. We have enthusiastically shared 

our experience with the world for a 
century, and we look forward to continu
ing that mutually rewarding cooperation." 

Ronald Reagan 
President(f the United States 

Me alx7t ish an mtert frtm I,'tdklt RivigahW m usRe con wd by
ArnikizukAp (hr tffhA MwiIra 1mA7 nalions axwnbIvI at thu
1t! '14',Ii/ollan, ( frr(f¢rw In NaJIhl, An)W In lIr fall (Af 19/i.) 



CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
 

In December 1986, the 
USTT! completed Its fourth 
successful year of providing 
free telecommunications and 
broadcast training for the men 
and women who manage the 
phone systems and broadcast 
outlets in the developing 
world. The leading U.S. cor-
porations and government 
agencies that comprise the 
USTTI offered 37 diverse 
courses In 1986, providing 493 
training slots. A record 1,599 
applicatior were received 
representag a more than three-
to-one ratio of qualified ap-
plicants for each US'fTl training 
slot available. By the year's end, 
USTTI graduated 340 people; 
taken as a whole, the UJSTTI 
during its first four years has 
successfully graduated 903 men 
and women from W develop
ing countries of our world. 

As impressive as these 
statistics may be, they tell only 
a portion of the USTTI's story 
of innovative global sharing. 
For example, even the formula
tion of the USTTI annual 
course offering represcnts a 
unique collaborative effort 
where leading, and often fierce, 
competitors In the U.S. telecom 
and broadcast marketpla ce join 
together several times each year 
at USTTI headquarters to share 
training techniques and ideas 
that collectively shape each 
new USTTI annual curriculum. 
It changes each year to accom. 
nodate new technologies and 
techniques which cur corporate 
trainers Insist on bringing to 
our colleagues in the develop-
Ing world. Moreover, each year 
USTTI graduates provide 
valuable Input for our evolving 
curriculum by completing post-

course evaluations designed to quid pro quo that the USTTI 
tell USTTI trainers what train- Insists upon is that each trainee 
ing is most needed for the up- work diligently while attending 
coming year. As a result, the USITI training, and then, when 
1987 curriculum of 36 courses back home in his/her own 
is different and hopefully better country, vigorously share the 
than the prior four annual benefits of the training with 
curriculums, their colleagues. 

Another key element of the Finally, there is another 
USTTI's record of success in dimension to the USTTI story 
the first four years is its "no that raw statistics cannot cap
strings attached" appioach to ture. This added element is the 
providing quality training, good fellowship that develops 
Unlike training provided by spontaneously when men and 
most developed countries, the women from different, and 
USTTI does not require sometimes hostile countries 
graduates to buy U.S. equip- join together for a demanding 
ment, nor do we ask U!STTI and often understandably in
participants to leave our shores timidating USTTI training ex
converted to our open, free- pcrience in our high tech en
enterprise society. The only vironment that we in the 

p 
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United States take for granted, 
In addition to gaining the 
predictable benefits from the 
diverse USTTI training, all of 
our graduates have 3 full U.S. 
experience, visiting over dinner 
with U.S. families, going to 
weekend sports evnts, atten. 
ding movies and concerts, and 
like most American students, 
just watching TV In their hotel 
rooms once "homework" 
assignments are completed. 
This added dimension of the 
total USTTI experience, namely 
getting to know us as well as 
their global peers In a rigorous 
training experience, has proven 
to be a great human network 
building enterprise. 

In 1987, the real challenge for 

the USTTI will be to raise addi-
tional funds from the private 
sector to pay for the travel and 
living expenses of more than 
70% of our qualified ap-
plicants. Because of the 
desperate economic problems 
which plague many developing 
countries, the free USTTI train-
Ing simply is not obtainable for 
the vast majority of USTTI ap-
plicants who cannot gain fund-
Ing support to travel to the 
United States. Moreover, due to 
reductions in federal funds, the 
U.S. private sector -- as splendid 
as its support of the U STTI has 
already been -- simply will have 
to meet this extra funding re
quirement of almost one 
million dollars for 1987. For 

every $4,10() we fall to raise, we 
will have one less person from 
the developing world par
ticipating in USTTI training in 
1987. Based on the past record 
of sharing that the USTTI 
represents, the Board of Direc
tors of the USTTI is confident 
that the robust support of In
dustry and foundations will In
crease, making 1987 another 
important year of global growth 
through telecommunications 
sharing. 

Michael R. Gardner 
Chairman, Board of Directors 

YT,~ 



UNITED STATES 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
TRAINING INSTITUTE 

The U.S. lecommunications 
Training Institute (USTTI) is an 
unprecedented joint venture 
between the leaders of the U.S. 
telecommunications industry 
and ranking officials from the 
Federal Government. The goal 
of this joint venture Is to share 
this country's communications 
advances on a global basis by 
providing a comprehensive ar-
ray of free telecommunications 
and broadcast training courses 
each year for qualified men and 
women from the developing 
countries of the world. 

The USTTI was established in 
the Fal! of 1982 by Michael 
Gardner, President Reagan's Am-
bassador to the ITU Plenipoten-
tiary Conference in Nairobi, 
Kenya. In planning for the 
United States' participation at 
the Nairobi Conference, it 
became clear to Ambassador 
Gardner and to the industry 
and government leaders work-
ing with him on the U.S. 
Delegatlon that there was a 
compelling unmet need In the 
Third World for more hancLs-on 
and managerial training in 
telecommunications. In order to 
respond to this legitimate need 
for increased training and yet, 
at the same time, to respond in 
a way that did not unduly 
burden the ITU, Ambassador 
Gardner asked leaders of the 
major (and often competing) 
U.S. telecommunications cor-
portlons to join together to 
provide this vital training at no 
cost to worthy applicants, 

The response at the outsct 
was outstanding, Initially, five 
major U.S. corporations agreed 

to serve as corporate sponsors
of the USTTL. As corporate 

sponsors, each company agrees 
to: provide free training at its 
corporate site; finance the 
overhead costs of the USTTI; 
and serve on the USTTI Board 
of Directors. These founding 
corporate sponsors of the 
USTTI are: AT&T, COMSAT, 
GTE, MCI, and Western Union. 
Subsequent corporate sponsors 
who have joined the USTTI 
Board with the same commit-
ment of resources include: Nor-
thern elecom Inc., Motorola, 
Inc., Digital Equipment Cor-
poration, US WEST, Inc., Pacific 
Telesis International, BellSouth 
Corporation, and Cable and 
Wireless North America. In ad. 
dition, more than 30 other ma-

srn Otir Irainit, 1/3771 particiants 
an,,,xpoe#f to t,, tskco.latest in 1I,..,House
and briiadcasi twrhnoik, 1f'urici 
he art s u,n touring hnmadcas 
factlitis ofa 157TI traininaspomsor 

jor U.S. organizations annually 
support the IJSTTI through pro. 
vision of free training and/)r 
financial support. 

Key leaders in the Federal 
Government also have played a 
vital role in the creation and 
continuation of the uSTT!. 
When the USTTI was merely a 
concept in mid-1982, these 
leaders lent important support 
to Ambass,,i.do Gardner in his 
ef,"orts to organize this initiative 
so it could be announced at the 
Nairobi ITtU Conference. The 
Federal Members of the USTTI 
Board of Directors are: Charles 
Z. Wick, Director of the U.S. In
formation Agency (USIA), Mark 
S. Fowler, Chairman of the 
Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC), Edward J. 
Derwinskl, Counselor, Depart. 
ment of State, and Alfred C. 
Sikes, Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce for Communications 
and Information, NTIA. As 
Board members of the USTTI, 
these Federal leaders have in. 
volved their I)epartments and 
Agencies in the Important work 
of the USTTI. Through these 
Board members 'md others in 
the Executive Branch and Con
gress, the government has 
become a full venture partner 
with Industry in the success of 
the [JSTTI. A definite expres
sion of Congressional support 
for the IUSTTI occurred recently 
when the USTTI Amendment 
was enacted as part of the 
"Omnibus l)iplomatic Security 
and Antiterrori m Act of 19,)" 
on August 12, 1980, This latest 
tISTT' Amendment, ns.tred 

Fzoreign Affairs Comi
hFantsy
mlltter Chairman Dante Fascell 
and Senate Foreign Relations 
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Committee member Charls 
Mathias confirmed the strong
bipartisan support of the Con. 
gress for this industry-
government joint venture. Yet, 
consistent with President 
Reagan's call for more private 
sector involvement, the bulk of 
training and the direct financing 
of the USTT! continue to l)e
provided by the U.S. telccom-
munications Industry, 

The USTTI's first curriculum 
outlined at the Nairobi Con-
fcrcnce included 13 discrete 
courses for 1983, ranging from 
basic spectrum management 
training to sophisticated satellite 
technology instruction. At the 
outset, the USTTI Board of 

In 19Mi, flew 11VTT1 corporate qxp)n . 
0stern lintoe, IEJO& tbeir train Netulaldr Me io-ntimenalu In todr to par.

Iple In V/,777 's rWional lranlnlqeffiri ftir t1 Ca-bra'a Island nathons In
I*hI/5WPhin loands, Gradualea qf the manapment courw iohon to81,
lowas ar pic nud abnw. 

l)irectors determined to offer its 
diverse curriculum in an en-
vironment most likely to max-
Imizc the learning experience 
for USTTI trainees. Instead of 
building costly new training
facilities, the USTTI offers its 
training in the training facilities, 
laboratories and factories of ma-
jor U.S. corporations. As a 
result, the same facilities that 
these corporations use for their 
own "star" employees have 
become classrooms for worthy 
USTTI applicants. In addition to 
saving in overhead and startup 
costs, this approach to training 
has helped to provide lm-
mediately the type of relevant 
telecommunications and broad-

AT, I/IIVuulb, Ilarfvi.Mohmula, and 

cast training that the leaders of 
the developing world requested
of the United States and other 
developed countries assembled 
at the Nairobi Conference. 

During the first three annual 
curriculum offerings in 1983, 
1984, and 1985, a total of 53 
diverse courses were offered by
USTTI, with 563 men and 
women successfully graduated. 
These graduates represent key 
telecommunicatIons and broad
cast managers, engineers and 
technical experts who operate 
the phone systems and broad
cast networks in 82 developing 
countries of the world. 

In 1986, based on increased 
U.S. corporate and government 
support, the USTTI offered 37
 
courses with more than 490
 
training slots, Responses to 
USTTI training In the Third 
World were staggering with 
almost 1,60() quality applica
tions being received by the 
USTTI - a three-to-one ratio of 
applications to training slots. 
Due to the strong desire of 
most applicants to attend more 
than one USTTI course in 1986, 
most applicants attended several 
courses. As a result, another 
340 people graduated suc
ccssfully from USTTI training 
in 1986. 

USTTI inaugurated Its first 
regional training program in the 
Caribbean during July of 1986. 
Five USTTI corporate sponsors 
agrecd to provide the tuition. 
free training: Western Union, 
AT&T, Ilarris Corporation,
Motorola and lllSouth. TheseUSTTI corporate sponsors pro
vldcd management, tclecom

munIcations and broadcast 
training for 2 individuals from 

(<1%
 



7We telex tecMicians pituredabov 
uvor abi to resoiv an equipment 
problem 0th thr telex machine in 
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Forida. 

16 island nations during the 
month- ong program. The 
Carihbc an regional training pro. 
gram %as highly successful, 
creating a new "network" of 
USTTI graduates in the region, 

Beslcs providing expert 
traininjg for USTTI applicants, 
the U.SD. private sector has pro-
vldcd valuable in-kind support 
to the USTTI. Examples of this 
In-kind support include: telex 
service credit provided by TRT; 
a full computer system (hard. 
ware and software) donated by 
Digital Equipment Corporation; 
direct mail and printing service 
providcd by Wcstcrn Union; 
modem equipment donated by 
Racal-Mllgo; pulblic relations 
suppon given by Northern 

lecom; and seminar and 
equipment support from COM-
SAT and INTELSAT. In addition, 
the cost of design and pre-press 
work for the USTTI catalog has 
been donated by two USTTI 
sponsors: Northern Thiecom for 
the 1986 catalog and AT&T for 
the 1987 catalog, 

The U.S. Government, in ad-
dition to the leadership provid-
ed by various Federal Board 
members, has also been very 
active with in-kind and cash 
support for the USTTI. The U.S. 
Agency for International 
Development (All)), at Director 
Peter McPherson's urging, has 
awarded another $5300,000 
grant In 1986 to the USTTI to 
provide funds for travel and 
subsistence support for worthy 
applicants from the least 
developed countries of the 
world. Total All) support over 
the lifetime of USTTI now 
approaches 5I,(X)0,{0. AID 
also helps to screen USTTI ap-
plicants in their Mission offices; 
the U.S. Department of Com-
merce prints the USTTI catalogs 
and also provides extensive 
spectrum management training; 
the FCC prints the orientation 
manual for USTTI trainees and 
also provides spectrum manage-
mcnt training; the U.S Stite 
l)epartment, particularly the 
Coordinator's Office In the 
Bureau of International Com-
municatlons and Information 
Policy, distributes more 
than 10,(X) USTTI catalogs 
thoughout the developing 
world, while also providing In, 
valuable support through com. 
municatons with foreign 
governments and agencies who 
PrOpose UTT candidates for 
training; and the USIA, with Its 

constant outreach through field 
offices, publicizes the course of
ferings and supports the USTTI 
curriculum with two VOA 
broadcast courses. 

Through the in-kind and cash 
support of various U.S. corpora
tions, foundations, and Federal 
government bodies, the USTTI 
has been able to operate with a 
modest three person profes
sional staff, and has been able 
to direct excess funds away 
from overhead costs to the 
more important function of 
providing travel and subsistence 
support for worthy applicants 
from the least developed coun
tries of the world. 

At the end of the USTTI's 
1986 curriculum, a total of 0) 
men and women who manage 
the telccommunications 
facilities and broadcast outlets 
in 90 developing countries have 
successfully graduated from one 
or more of the 90 USTTI train-

Ing courses offered during these 
past four years. 

In 1987, the USTTI cur
riculum has been expanded to 
include, at a minimum, 36 
diverse courses. Ten thousand 
catalogs outlining these 36 
USTTI courses for 1987 will be 
distributed throughout the 
developing world In )ecember 
of 1986. Based on the quality 
and volume of applications 
received In 1986, the USTTI an. 
ticipates more than 1,00 ap. 
plicatIons will be presented 
from developing world can. 
dldates for USTTI training In 
1987. 
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A TYPICAL AGENDA FOR 
USTTI PARTICIPANTS 

Arrival and Orientation 

Wednesday, Arrival in W.ichington, D.C. and check-
In to downtown hotel arranged by USTTI. 

Thurwuy mornings Orientation at USTTI's offices 
followed by luncheon hosted by USTTI and staff 
in a local restaurant. 

Thursday afternoon and evenings This time is left 
open to allow free time for banking and shopping 
needs, visiting Washington, meeting fellow par
ticipants or perhaps resting after a long Journey 
to the U.S. 

Friday morning and afternoons A full day of orienta-
tion takes place with cross-t.ultural training as 
well as information prcsi.nted through guest 
speakers and films regarding the U.S. and its 
business environment, Training representatives are 
often present to nice, the Individual participants 
and give a brief ovctview of the upcoming 
training. 

1t1M partkiponlatr abmabow rutP)yPW a hSur it 
It Copitil ox vieWinlho, VMtD71 10""MWI a busuher is/ 
ShE Oap1101 cIty as par to/ low ,rdvMtionwaloeMt' kprf* th¢ 
rowm e to tbh loodl-ddulirrllnuim ruouria.'n 

Friday evenings USTTI sponsors a reception and 
buffet dinner for the USTTI participants and in
vited guests from private industry and the U.S. 
government. 

Saturday mornings USTTI arranges for a tour by 
bus of Washington, DC., which Includes the 
city's historical sites, cultural enclaves and na
tonal monuments. 

Saturday evenags The International Visitors Infor. 
martion Service (IVIS) and the Washington Interna
tional Center usually make arrangements for 
USTTI participants to be the invited guests for 
dinner in local Washington homes ins order to 
give participants the opportunity to meet 
Americans in an informal atmosphere. 

Teleommunications/ 

Broadcast Training 

Sundays Departure from Washington for par. 
tlicipants traveling to corporate training sites, 
many of which are not located in the immediate 
Washirgion, D.C. area. A representative of the 
training sponsor usually meets the participants at 
the local airport and accompanies them to a hotel 
located close to the training site. 

Monday morning, This day marks the beginning of 
the telecommunications or broadcast training. All 
USTTI managerial and technical courses take 
place in the existing training facilities of the cor
porate and government sponsors, Thaining lasts 
anywhere from one to six weeks, depending on 
the particular course. The I.STTI sponsorrd train. 
Ing Is a rigorous and full time program with each 
training day lasting approximately eight hour%, In 
addition, miost USTTI corporate and federal %pon
sors make a xpcial effort to plan cultural and 
athletic events, such as professional football 
gamr%, museun vi-4it, etc, 

1*"
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Graduation and Departure 

At the conclusion of eact training course,a 
representativc of the USTTI travel, to the (raining 
location it)conduct frank wriucn and oral calua. 
lions with 1UTTI graduatr and traincri, This 
evaluation pro-ess cnsurc that the USTTI course 
curriculum Is expanded and m idiflcd to provide 
maximum results for future USTTI graduate., The 
majority of corp)rte and federal training sipon 
surs conduct a graduation ceremony, where 
IISTTI certiflcatc%are awarded in recogntion of 
the succcsful completion of the courwe Many 
(raining spon %r, award individual ccrtifl~tc,als 
it)the USTTI graduates. 

At the conclusion of their courw and gradua 

tlion, S111 participants depart for their home 
countries, equipped with valuable training and a 
better understanding of the Jnitcd States and its 
telecommunications industry. " 'pIcally USTTI 
parlicipants return also with extcnilve training 
materials, which help them In their ovn working 
environment. Shipplng of training matcrialsi Is the 
reponsiblhty of individual partilcipants, although 
)mc training sponsors provide assitancc with 

mailing. In addition, the participants have 
reference%and names of thicr new American 
collcaguc it.te consullcd in the future for 
lurtmion thy. might have or Information they 
my need, 



APPLICANT INFORMATION
 

Participant Qualifications 
Telecommunications and broadcast professionals 
currently employed in the public or private sector 
of a developing country are invited to apply for 
training in the USTTI program. 

lb facilitate effective communication and 
education, participants must have a working 
fluency in the English language. For certain 
courses, It may be possible for team applications 
to be submitted where at least one member has 
excellent English language skills and will serve as 
an interpreter for the team. Permission must be 
requested for such consideration, 

A postsecondary education is required, and a 
university degree in engineering, electronics, 
telecommunicatIons or management is highly 
desirable. Equivalent practical experience in 
telecommunications may be substituted for 
educational requirements. 

Application Process 

Applicants are reminded that the USTTI applica-
don form must be completed fully, including 
supervisor's signature. A telex or cable nomina-
tion will be accepted provided It includes all of 
the Information requested In the application 
form. There is an application form on the last 
page of this catalog to be used for photocopying. 

Individuals and nominating organizations 
should review carefully the course descriptions 
provided and apply selectively for only those 
courses from which they would benefit most. 

So that participants may take full advantage of 
the USTTI training program, courses have been 
whcduled to enable trainees to apply for a single 
course or for a combination of sequential 
courses. (See page I for possible course sc. 
quences.) If applying for more than one course, 
please rank in order of preference. 

Application%should bc sent directly to; 

United States lTlecommunications Trtining Institute 

1211 23rd Street, N.W. 

Suite 40W) 

Washington, IX: VH)37 lISA 

1th1x: 1971421 USTTI T1' 

Cable: USTTI Washington DC 

Fax (202) 4.,1947 


Selection Process 

Qualified individuals will be accepted on a first
come, first-serve basis. Individuals are encouraged 
to apply early. USTTI will send a confirmation 
letter to all applicants indicating receipt of ap
plication. Generally, applications will be reviewed 
by USTTI staff and sponsoring training organiza
tions several months prior to the beginning of 
training. 

If selected, participants will be notified by 
cable or telex approximately four weeks prior to 
the start of training. Notification of acceptance 
will include required date and place of arrival, ap
proximate living costs, and itinerary for required 
travel within the U.S. In addition to telex or cable 
messages, participants will receive airmailed 
packets with detailed information. 

It is important that participants confirm atten
dance at le2st three weeks prior to scheduled 
date of arrival, In order to reserve a space in the 
course. 

Applicantir may be admitted to one or all of the 
courses for which they apply, depending on 
number of training places available, applicant 
qualifications, and course requirements. 

Funding Process 
The U.S. telecommunications and broadcast in
dustry, with support from the U.S. government, 
provides tuition-free training and funds for the 
overhead costs of USTTI. Participants and their 
organizations are asked only to provide for their 
own costs of international and domestic U.S. 
travel, and for their own living expenses during 
training. 

Applicants are encouraged to seek funding sup
port for their living and travel expenses from 
their own organizations and governments, as well 
as from International agencies, foundation%, etc. 
Former participants have received funding 
assistance from a variety of sourccs which have 
recognized the lml)rtance of USTTI training. 
These s)urccs have Included the ITI! Fcllows pro. 
gram, USAII), (ISIS, Institute for International 
Education, (A.S.CITEL, A*ia.Pacific Iecommuni. 
ty, and the %Wrld Bank. 

I.Imited financial asslhtancc for the most needy 
lurtlclpants may e available from t STTI to 
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cover costs for travel to and subsistence while in 
the United States. This assistance is made 
available through U.S. corporations, private foun-
dations and the U.S. government. The Agency for 
International Development (AID) has been a ma-
jor source of funding assistance for worthy ap-
plicants from the least developed countries. 

7b enable USTTI to coordinate effectively with 
sponsoring corporations, applicants must com
plete fully the application section on financial in
formation. Applications without a supervisor's 
signature Cannot be considered for funding 

Financial Information 

The USTTI suggested subsistence rate while par-
ticipants are in the U.S. is approximately US 
$75.00 per day. This rate is intended to cover 
hotel and meal costs only. Hotel costs are usually 
based on double occupancy rates; actual costs 
will vary depending on training sites. 

There is a $100 insurance and materials fee 
payable during orientation prior to the start of 
training. This fee covers general orientation and 
expenses such as meals, materials, medical in-
surance, etc. Participants attending more than one 
course will be charged $50 for each subsequent 
course. 

Travel Arrangements 
Participants should arrive in the U.S. with con-
firmed airline tickets for all required U.S. travel 
and for their return home. Participants should 
purchase "open" and "unrestricted" tickets for 
domestic U.S. travel; USTTI will make group 
reservations for travel within the US. to training 
sites. 

USTTI policy prohibits spouse andkor family 
members from accompanying participants during 
training. Ilousing arrangements are not made to 
include family members, Living expense estimates 
are sufficient to cover essential living expen~s 
for one person only. 

Visa Requirements 
U.S. Consulates have been requested to grant a
 
B-I or J-I visa to participants upon proof of ac
ceptance to USTTI training. Participants will be
 
asked to present their letter of invitation from
 
USTTI by U.S. Immigration officials at port of
 

entry. 

Orientation 
All participants will attend an orientation pro
gram upon arrival in the U.S. (See pages 7-8 for a 
typical agenda for USTTI participants.) Orienta
tion will be held in Washington, D.C. on the 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday prior to the begin. 
ning of training. Participants attending more than 
one course will not be required to attend subse
quent orientation sessions. 

Housing Arrangements 

For safety reasons and to Insure the maximum 
learning experience for USTTI students, par
ticipants are required to stay in housing arranged 
by USTTI and training sponsors unless specific 
exception has been granted by USTTI. It is the 
general policy of USTTI to make reservations for 
housing on behalf of participants well in advance 
of each training program. USTTI will guarantee 
hotel tooms for participants who send their flight 
arrival date five days in advance. 

USTTI attempts to arrange the most economical 
accommodations possible. In many cases, hotel 
accommodations are based on a double occupan
cy rate. The cost of a single room may he higher 
and above the suggcnted per diem rate. 

Insurance Coverage 
All participants in LUSTTI program,, are covered 
by medical insurance during their training In the 
U.S. 

I()
 



COURSE INFORMATION
 

Course Focus 
I STTI training courses have a managerial, 
technical or c m)binatin) of managerial and 
tc.hinical lOcus lih cours- (scription contains 
aI"course t ctas,' ,whio.'h dcuaik, th. partiCular 
f()cus ()f the training. 

Applicants slotild read c()rs dt scriptions 
c;re'illv in ,tdr 1,) ,Ite.rmnie iippro)riatcnc.ss of 
th. cuL'r" r the ir pr()f.ssi( nal training needs.fot 


Course Sc(qucnces 

M.a1Iny CIr-'S hve h.'el sc,_he.'duhled It) allow par-
tiC.ilt S to atpply ' )r a num)ber of relatcd courses. 
Thw ht(4Ctwil amc m,,,)mne potential;ig course 
St '(titltcil) C: 

llroAd'aling: 87-205 (Ampex '('C' hmat 
Video lt.Cd'r syste.m Theory 
;IIL Mintn mc) ind 87-210 
(Broadcast sys eml, ( )p.ration 
and Ma.inltena1nce.') 

87-208 (l{,idit IlrtCIclst Stuilo 
Design and ()p'rati( and 
87-210 (lwrt,(d ast syste'ns 
()pcratiotn and Mintenance) 

Network 87102 ((:n. if swm.i h Systems, 

Communications: ()Orttin mndi Mmtugcent:) 

and 87-104 (Net wC rk 

lndatutt.ifs) 

87-104 (NetWC(,ik iuitdam.nteals) 
and 87-109 (I.ght w.a, Systems) 

87-104 (Net,,,i.rk Fittinln'ntals) 
and 87-111 (S 'I' lnitg, Int.lll-
Inlg tintl M.iinl.1iinnug tIII( I.at1 
(:(flftillt.itl)"is NtiltIk) 

87-105 (Itvl-lemtiiiliii(.mtiCt% 
and Nt m - riII IIt- N(e\ hutor-
lmitionl .1l1.tUil'l)( 

87-112 (lititl'. litim ItIw 

Icgrated Pll ktI NetwCork% (I PN)) 

Mnlscment 

atellIte 
Communicationsi 

Spcclrum
mltanaiecnt0ll 

87-113 (Uses of MicrocomptUers 
in l'eCCoI(Iuni;,tioI)ns) 31nd 
87-115 (Networking in( Inf(r
maion Systeis) 

87-202 (Network 'Rchnical 
Control, Operations and 
Managecent) and 87-204 
(Cellular l{adit tc.ph ne 
Syswt.ms for Mobile, Portabl: 
and Fixed ()mmnunications) 

87-207 (1)igiti and( )ptical 
Fibcr Transmission) and 87-211 
(Subscril'r l.4)( p Trnsmissio)n 
and Fiber (I .lics) 

87-303 (EIlect .'CmCluniCal
 
Switching: Step y-.sCif)in Tb
day's 'lcphtn " Nctwork) and
 
87307 (I)igit;al Switching
 
(()on-Ip t )
 

87-301 (Management and 
Supcrvisory lchniques) and 
87-308 (MNnageientlSuper
visor I)evvoh 1pt)ntt)
 
87-301 (Mianagemcni and 

Supervistry 'llnitue.s) and 

87-306 (Ctllite (:onmunica'

tions Milageentt ) 

87-30'i (Satellite Sysitems Applica
tioln)l 1( )r ar (RmC lIimtliic;ltit)lls), 
87-305 (S'(1 "stellite Awchitcc
ture f)r Htr.l C(:mhmunlications) 
and 87-306 (S te'llit("(:()il lllutlu 
l'atinis Management) 

87-106 (AmmicmiI I{.di Ad
inlkirlltlln) 87-107 'l Idho 

Slxcttrtni M.iiigemetfm arid 
ComptitrAldcd chniquCe) 

http:Syswt.ms
http:Net,,,i.rk
http:iippro)riatcnc.ss
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UNITED STATES TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE 
1987 COURSE SCHEDULE 

Course Number and Tide 	 Orienttion 

V 87-101 Management and Supervisory TRchniqucs 	 April 9 - II, 1987 

87-102 Circuit Switch Systems, Operations and Managcmcnt April 9 - II, 1987 

87103 Frequency Monitoring and Infringements ¥ ,J April 9 - !1, 1987 

k/' 87-104 Network Fundamentals April 23 - 25, 1987 

87-105 Tkdecommunications and Networks In the New lnfomation Environment April 30 - May 2, 1987 

87.106 Amateur Radio Administration 	 , April 30 - May 2, 1987 

87-107 Radio Spectrum Management and Computer-Aided Itchniqucs 	 May 7- 9, 1987 
4 / 

87-108 High Frequency Radio Broadcasting 	 Apil 30 - May 2, 1987 

87-109 Ughtwavc Systems May 7 - 9, 1987 

/ 87-110 Below Ground Cable Locating and Safety/Air Flow Analysis May 14 - 16, 1987 

87-111 Specifyirg Installing and Maintaining the Data Communications Network / May 7 - 9, 1987 

87-112 Introduction to Integrated Packet Networks (IPN) 	 May 14 - 16, 1987 

87-113 Ubes of Microcomputers In Iblecommunicatxs 	 May 28 - 30, 1987 

87-114 Digital Carrier Transmlssion 	 May 28 - 30, 1987 

V. 	 87-115 Networking and Information Systems V June 4 - 6, 1987 

V 	 87-201 Management and Supervisory Techniques July 9 - 11,1987
 

87-202 Network 'Chnkcal Control, Operations and Management July 9 - II, 1987
 

87-203 Use of Microcornputers in T1:ecommuucztorwlInformation Systems fy July 9 - 1, 1987
 
llecommunkcations Management 

87-204 Celular Radiotelephone Syst-ms fir Mobile l-ortahle and Fixed Communklatt July 21 - 25, 1987 

V87-205 Ampex "C" FIrmat Videotape Recorder System Thcory and Maintenance July 23 - 25, 1987 

v 87-206 Management Skills Development / July 23 - 25, 1987 

V 87-207 Digital and Optkal Fiber 'hnsmiion 7 July 30 - Augus 1, 19 7 

87-208 Radio BroAdcat Studio Desig and Operatkn July 3) - Augus 1, 1987 

V,. 87-209 Itlecommunlcatiorm Planning and ftconcwnl lDeclalon MAAlng ~/1Augus 13 - IS, 19017 

87-210 Broadcast System Operation and Maintenance August 1' - is, 1497 

87-211 Subscriber ILx)p ITansmlssion and Fiber OptIcs Augus 13 - IS. 19087 

87-301 Management and Supervisory l*hrnlques September 24 - 26, 1987 

87-302 Stoe and i' rward Switching Symrs, Operatkin and Managmnt~m September 24 - 26, 1987 

87-303 Electrmeihan, Switching Stefpby.Aep In "lTay'sTrphrv No'tworkt (or I - ,. 107 

147,404 Satellote Systems Applcatlmsu foar Rural O WCAMunktisOtte 	 I - 3,'198'7 

S87,305 SUC Satellite Sy"m Archiec'ture for Rural m 	 - 10, 1987't~mmunk-atkth 	 (kvtrH 

V I7-306 atl lite O(munkaltkin Mana ment (vAawr 15 - I'. IM7 

V 87-.07 DgIuP Switchi Corceptl (O ohv I - i7. 197 

0~7V01 ManagnitiuperVI#A lk*Wrlopmnt 	 t)41AX IS I', 1147 

V87-54)9 The Nomwur 	 0)-bj I I r1914' 

H7-310 M'1 ft0WA1%U 7nsml1 IdWOt 	 dI,a %YWM% reIky) 


Mditkmal coe other tdan itos lited xtov are likely to Iv offered through I ISMl In 11017
 



Coure Date. 


April 13 - May I, 1987 


April 13 - 24, 1987 


April 13 - 24, 1987 


April 27 - May 8, 1987 


May 4 - 15, 1987 


May 4 - 8, 1987 


May 11 - June 19, 1987 


May 4 - 22, 197 

May II - 1i, 1987 

May 18 - 22, 1987 

May II - 29, 1987 

May 18- 22, 1987 

June I - 5, 1987 

June I - 19, 1987 

June 8 - 19, 1987 

July 13 - 31, 1987 

July 13 - 24, 197 

July 13 - 24, 1987 

July 27 - 31, 1987 

July 27 - Augw 14, 1987 

July 27 - Augus 7, 1987 

Augus 3 - 14. 1987 

Augt 3 - 14, 17 

August 17 - 28. 1987 

August 17 - 2, 1987 

Au" 17 - 2i. 19047 

kpwmbet 28 - October 16, 1987 

September 28 - (-ctbe 9, 1917 

Ockoher 5 - 16, 187 

(Ooer i - 9, 19017 

(Ovve 12 - 16. 2017 

(ktbe 19 - V1, I0187 

()cukie 39 - NoeMbe (0, 24017 

14)M~-9'1), 13987 

O(~i*wr 19 - W., 1917 

Nvebe 2 3l ,190 

Location 

Atlanta, GA 


Fort Lauderdale, FL 


Alleg,, M! 

San Francisco, CA 

Merrimack, Nil 

Newlngun, CT 

Wadshngton DC; 
Chlcawg, IL; 1Ias, TX 

Washington, DC 


Atlanta, GA 


Fort Lauderdale, FL 


Sunrie FL 

Ccrmantown, MD 

,nhlngton, DC 

I)envcr, CO 

Princetwn, NJ 

Atlanta, GA 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 

%awhlnp), DC; 
Ralgh, NC 

Chkag, IL 

Rdwtd City. CA 

Dcnwvr, CO 

WAhIhnpn, IX 

W5a4hniglpn. DC 

Prlnctomn. NJ 

Qukxy, IL 

Miver Spring MD 

Alama, (A 

hr Lauerdal. FL 

Memphi TN 

,'swohnowan, IX:11.5s,1 

(man mn MI) 

(Ukturg. MI) 

PAleiot, NC, I1aHa., TX 

%%Wupon,IX. 

1Hiddphu, IPA 

Dlas, TX 

Sponsor CorpomatonuiOrganltlons 

Western Union 

TRT lblecommuncations Corp. 

Federal Communications Commission 

PAcific Thesis International 

Digital Equipment Corp. 

American Radlo Relay League; 1ARU 

NTIA, FCC, Motorola, Inc., and Spc'trum 
Planning, Inc.
 

V)icc of America
 

BlellSouth Corp
 

Bleouth Corp
 

Racal-Mlgo
 

M/A-COM tl-ecommunkatkmxa, Inc. 

Academy for Educatioal Deveklpment 

US WEST 

Unisys Ctrp 

Westrn Unko 

TiT Rlecommunicatk.n C(op 

Academy for Educatk)n Dcvekipm-nt; 
IBM CAMP 

Mtotro, Inc. 

Ampex C)rp 

US WEST 

Cable And Wirclcss North America 

Vkce of Amrcdo 

A'hT 

larrft Corp, Inkwia Gn)up 

lie1 AILMak CAWp 

w'e"rn tnon 

TIT 1ie xmmunhcstkina C(rp 

COM PRO, Inc. 

, kUAIAholvwr uk'nIwtlomes, 
Academy 4ir FAduaional I),wi1wtwm 

MACOM 'tn' m kus Inc 

(OMAT 

Northrn kittm Inc 

WA InterAtional Inc 

MI Atlamnw C rp 

Noihwll Irmliuo l 1;'rp, kqinu t#Mjlkatbmn 



COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
 

87-101 

Management and 

Supervisory Techniques 


Course Descriptions 
Procedures and techniques for management pet 
sonnel. Problem solving, human relations, the 
Importance of communications in relation to 
management of communications systems. 

Participant Learning ObjectivesI 
7b improve leadership skills in (1)Detecting and 
solving problems; (2) Effective oral, written and 
visual communic. tions; (3) Working with others; 
(4) Flanning and organizing.
 
Focuat Managerial or those entering managerial 


field
 
Orientation: April 9 - 11, 1987 

Training Dates: April 13 - May 1, 1947 

Locations Atlanta, Georgia 

Sponsors Western Union 

87-102 
Circuit Switch Systems, 
Operations and Management 

Course Descriptions 
Overview of the structure of a stored program 
controlled circuit switch, to include electrical 
signal Interfaces, distribuocd hardware and m)t. 
ware techniques, and program versus user-
dcfirble tahle controls, "yplcal operator controlx, 
alarm conditions and Indications, peripheral 
operations and supfx)rt, on-line vcrsus off-line 
functions, preventive and on-demand main. 
tenance requirements and techniques, line 
monitoring and irouble-clearance prixedurcs, 
and rctvwery/retarn prtesses. Physical and en. 
vlronmcntal requirements network interconnec. 
lions, Quality of service management trcrniques
Emphaxt on automatic telex exchange%, 

Participant Learning Objectives, 
(I) Obtain a detailed working knowledge tf the 
architecture, hardware and shwtwan rmplhyed in 

amodern digital circuit switching system and (2) 
Obtain comprehensive hands-on knowledge of 
message processing, network control and com
puter operations in a modern digital circuit 
switching system.

This course is recommended for technical staff 
in telex operations with good knowledge of basic 
electronics, fundamentals of telex operations 
including manual and automatic switching, and 
electrical principles of telex. 

Focus: Thchmcal 
Orientations April 9 - II, 1987 
Training Datesi April 13 - 24, 1987 
Locations Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Sponsor: TRT lecommunications Corporatio 

87-103 
Frequency Monitoring 
and Infringements 

Course Descriptions 
Trainees will work for two weeks at a full), func. 
tlonal, modern, fixed monitoring station of the 
Federal Commmications Commission, alongside 
monito'ng technicians in the service of the 
United State. Government. Duration of the course 
will be at monitoring posith)ns operating recely-
Ing, measuring, and direction finding equipment 
and then pro.essing information derived, within 
the monitoring system In coordination with other 
fixed stalons of the monitoring network. Equip 
ment and publication. will be used to classify 
emission , ultimately to Identify their source, Pro
cedures, associated with developing and isulng 
infringement notices In accordance with domestic 
and international 1d(adio Kulatlon%, will he learned. 
Emphasl will be placed on teaching participants 
itwork indelpndently at a monitoring pooilon. 
NSoeral da's will be detted to VIiIIIIF mobile 
monitoring activitis, Including a short field trip. 

Participant larning Objectivesi 
l1)be Afl to (I) Operate and etfc t vely ue cn 
temporary radio nonlitoring rquipmcr. sutl a% 

reccivers, sxwctrurn analytcrm. oscilh)s,.,e, fre, 
quency counrr. teleprinter%, ctmputer terminal, 
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scanners, etc,; (2) Identify the source of radio 
emissions from transmitters located anywhere in 
the world; (3) Classify emissions according to the 
international Radio Regulations; (4) Measure 
parameters of signals including frequency, 
modulation, bandwidth, rid field strength; (5) 
Use a direction faider to establish lines of posi-
tions to transmitters and in coordination with 
other monitoring facilites, establish a transmitter 
fix on the globc's surface; (6) Operate VIIF/IUIIF 
mobile monitoring equipment from within a 
monitoring truck, including planning for and im-
plcmenting a mobile monitoring operation; and 
(7) Issue infringement notices in accordance with 
domestic or International Radio Regulations. 

Notes Due to limited working space, this course 
is limited to individuals who are, or who are ex
pected to he, working directly in the field of 
radio monitoring. 

Focus: Technical 

Orientations April 9 - II, 1987 
Trblnlng Dates, April 13 - 24, 1987 

Locations Allegan, Michigan 
Sponsors Federal Communications Commission 

87-104 

Network Fundamentals 


Course Description, 
Network Fundamental%provides the participant 
with a general understanding of the network 
elements of telecommunications tr'hnology, In Its 
Instructional *equence, the coure strwsiss th. 
growing importance (ofibhe stored program con-
trolled digital network and explores present and 
developing tlcommun.alhlns technologies, 

Participant Learning Objectives, 
After completing thi course the participant will 
be able to: (I) R cogniz, the fundamental terms 
and concepts of network design; (2) Kecognl,¢ 
charactcriNOIs of eictrormechanical, elei ri nical 
space division and electronic time divi n 
swtching %ystcm%; (3) Identify functior,,, 
charajtcrisltc and componcnts of subsriber 

loop plant; (4) Recognize characteristic principles 
of analog and digital signal transmission; (5)
Recognize characteristics of analog and digital car
rier systems; (6) Recognize characterstic principles 
of radio transmission systems; and (7) Identify 
characteristics of lightwave transmission systems. 

By teaching these objectives, the course gives 
the participants a working knowledge of the fun
damentals of the integrated telecommunications 
network, In particular, the course stresses the im
portance of maintaining the critical balance be
tween high quality service and lowest possible 
cost. 
FOCUS: Managerial and technical 

Orientation: April 23 - 25, 1987 
Training Datess April 27 - May 8, 1987 

location: San Francisco, California 
Sponsors Pacific Tclesis International 

87-105 
Telecommunications and 
Networks In the New 
Information Environment 

Course Description: 
Subject areas covered will Include: teleco In
dustry review; telephony and the business aspects 
of an operating company; distributed data pro
ccssing; computer networks such as X.25, etc.; 
clustering of computers and the office, MIS,
engineering and manufacturing departments; net
work application and services; public mall and 
videotext applications and services; internal 
tCleco MIS applications and service$; and 
telephone company as a channel (rcseller) for 
computer equipment and services, 

Participant Learninll Objectlvea, 
"1)he able to understand, analyze, and discuss: 
the conveyance of telephone and computers, 
"l!iirali,ation" In future trends and the Impact 
on an open tdelco; distributed data processing, its 
philosophy, products and wrviccs; networking of 
computers in an open archtecture; clustering of 
computer%and Its impact on the white collar 
worker, work stalons and the MIS department; 
and application%in a teleco 



Focus: Managerial 

Orientations April 30 - May 2, 1987 

Training Dates, May 4 - 15, 1987 

locations 	Merrimack, New Hampshire 

Sponsor: Digital Equipment Corporation 

87-106 
Amateur 	Radio 
Administration 

Course Deacrlption 
This course will provide insights into the Amateur 
Radio Service and Amateur Satellite Service. The 
applicable frequency bands, international 
regulatory structures, technical standards, and 
licensing procedures are reviewed in depth. The 
course will 	be tailored, to a large extent, to the 
student's needs, The principal Instructor is cx-
pected to be R.I. Balwin, President, International 
Amateur Radio Union. 

Participant Learning Objcctivcs: 
To be able to help create, administer and foster an 
Amateur Radio Service among the citizens of 
one's country. 

Focus: Managerial 
Orientation: April 30 - May 2, 1987 

Tr'aining Datesi May 4 - 8, 1987 

Location: Newington, Connecticut 

Sponsors, 	The American Radio Relay League; 
The lnternational Amateur 
Radio Union 

87107 
Radio Spectrum Management 
and Computer-Aided Techniques 

Coure Descriptions 
Developing, establishing, and managing a national 
spectrum management unit requircs highly trained 
manpowcr to meet changing needs due to In. 

creased frequency requirements and new 
technology. Thi', course provides a detailed ex
amination of the various elements required to 
plan, organize, manage, and control an effective 

spectrum management unit. It examines national 
spectrum planning, management, engineering,
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), computer 

hardware and software requirements, radio 
monitoring, land mobile radio services, and prac
tical hands-on experience in computer-aided 
techniques. Computer-aided techniques will In

lude. tallcd material on how to specify hard
ware, software, and data base requirements for 
implementation of a national spectrum manage
ment system. Course participants will develop a 
computer-aided spectrum management system ap
plicable to their own requirements. Participants 
will also spend one week at a fully operational 
FCC Monitoring Station and will operate fixed
base [IF monitoring, mobile monitoring, 
engineering measurement (FM/TV/CATV/ 
microwave), and satellite monitoring equipment. 

The land mobile radio services section will 
provide participants with a broad understanding 
of land mobile radio services from both opera
tional and spectrum management perspectives. 
The applicable radio frequency bands, regulato-i 
structures, new services, technical standards, and 
system technologies arc reviewed in depth. 
General administrative structures and licensing 
procedures applicable to these services arc also 
reviewed. 

Spectrum sharing conflicts will be evaluated In 
the section on computer applications in spectrum 
management. Mutual Interference between 
satellite earth stations and terrestrial microwave 
facilities will be analyxed using computer-aided 
techniques. An historical overview of data base 
management design and current requirements will 
be presented along with a study of the com
puter's role In establishing an efficient spectrum 
management system. Participants will receive 
hands-on experience using computer programs 
from a database management software library. 

Participant Learning Objectivess 
71) be able to- (1) Undcrstand the appropriate 
principles and components of an effective Radio 
.Spectrum Managcment system; (2) Identify, 
evaluate, and slect the appropriate managemcnt 
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techniques and procedures needed to establish 
and conduct an effective Radio Frequency Alloca-
tion and Assignment process; (3) Recognize, 
assess, and select appropriate technical analysis 
programs needed for specific requirements, such 
as engineering, EMC, and radio monitoring; (4) 
Understand the procedures and structures re-
quired to plan, develop, and specify computer 
hardware and software for a computer-aided na-
tional spectrum management system; (5) Initiate 
or review overall regulatory plans for new or ex. 
panded land mobile radio services as well as 
potential improvements to existing regulatory pro
cesses; (6) Understand computer-aided techniques 
used in management of satellite and terrestrial 
microwave communications systems; and (7) 
Analyze mutual Interference cases between 
microwave stations and satellite earth stations 
sharing the same radio spectrum. 

Focus, Managerial and technical with manage-
rial emphasis 

Orientationi May 7 - 9, 1987 

Training Dates May 11 - June 19, 1987 
Locationst Washington, D.C. 

Chicago, Illinois 
Dallas, "ixas 

Sponsorso National lTecommunications and In-
formation Administration (NTIA), Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC), 
Motorola, Inc., Spectrum Planning, Inc. 

87.108 
High Frequency Radio
Broadcasting 

Course Description: 

An intensive orientation in the demands of high.

frequency broadcasting in t(oay's changing 

world-with emphasis on the practical applications 

of signal processing from the broadcast studio it) 

the transmitter station. Tbpics will include micro. 

wave relay systems, land lines, transmission
 
equipment and trends, the use of communica-

lions sltellites and the requisite managerial skillh, 

Participant Learning ObJctlves: 

11) be able to, (I)Evaluate the latest mcthod%and 


techniques in international high-frequency broad
casting; (2) Expand their own staff's awareness of 
the managerial approaches needed to make effec
tive use of broadcasting's changing technologies;
(3) Determine whether the various technologies 
are suitable to the needs and goals of their home 
countries or organizations. 
Focus: Technical and managerial with technical 

emphasis 

Orientation: April 30 - May 2, 1987 
Training Datesi May 4 - 22, 1987 

Locationi Washington, D.C. 
Sponsors Voice of America 

87-109 
Lightwavc Systems 

Course Dcscriptiont 
This course is designed to provide participants acomprehensive overview of lightwave technology. 
Emphasis will be placed upon the planning, 
engineering, construction, and maintenance of a 
generic lightwave system. The course includes 
case work al!owing the participants an opportuni
ty for practical application. A basic knowledge of 
digital theory and binary numbering system is 
desirable. 

Participant Licarning Objectlves 
Ml) be able to. (1)Describe how a generic
lightwave system operates; (2)Describe the 
characteristics of lightgulde cable; (3) Select fiber 
grade for a hypx)thetical FT3 lightwave span; (4) 
Design and engineer a simplified lightwave span 
by determining preliminary cable lengths, number 
of spllces, pulling method, and grade of fiber; 
ind (5) Describe technologA used to bypass 
operating telephone company facilities. 
Focus: 1Tchnical and managerial 

Orientatio: May 7 - 9, 1987 
Training Datcsi May it - I, 1987 
Location: Atlanta, (eorgia 
Sponeor IklSouth Coulpration 



87-110 
Below Ground Cable 
Locating and Safety/
Air Flow Analysis 

Course Descriptions 
This course is designed to provide participants 
with the knowledge and ability to efficiently 
locate buried and underground cable and locate 
leaks in air pressure systems. The course will ad-
dress the following topics: (I) safeguarding the 
work area; (2) testing and ventilating manholes; 
(3) plat reading; (4) using the Dynatel 573 sheath 
fault and cable locator; (5) basic configuration of 
air pressure systems; (6) identifying and discuss-
ing the equipment, procedures and operations 
necessary for effective leak locating; (7) a basic 
theoretical understanding of the gradient method 
of leak locating; and (8) the use of calculators and 
mathematical formulas to solve air pressure prob-
lcms. The majority of this course will utilize 
hands-on training, 

Participant Learning Objectivest 
T1) be able to: (I) Successfully demonstrate 
the ability to effectively locate burled and 
underground cable; (2) Test and ventilate 
manholes; (3) Interpret plats; and (4) Analyze air 
pressure leaks in aerial, buried and underground 
cable routes, 

Focust Technical 

Orientation, May 14 - 16, 1987 
Tnng Datesl May 18 - 22, 1987 

locations Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Sponsors BkllSouth Corporation 

87-11 
Specifying, Installing and 
Maintaining the Data 
Communications Network 

Course Descriptions 
This course will cxplorc the Impoxrtance of the 
data communications network as an Integral part 

IN 

of the data processing system. It will emphasize 
the role of the modem, multiplexer and related 
equipment in the data communications system.
During the course, the student will gain a work-
Ing knowledge of ")dems, multiplexers, ancillary 

equipment and common test equipment used in a 
data communications environment. The unique 
role of the CCITT in multi-national data com
munications systems will e described. The par
ticipants will spend a considerable amount of 
time in the laboratory where installation and 
trouble-shooting skills will be developed. 

Participant Learning Objectives, 
Those who attend this session should, on com
pietion, be able to : (i) Identify the need for 
modems in the data communications network; (2) 
Select appropriate modems for specific applica
tions and environments; (3) Display a working 
knowledge of the role of the CCITT in data com
munications, especially those 'V. series recom
mendations that relate to data communications 
using voice grade telephone cirults; (4) Define 
the intrinsic merits of asynchronous and syn
chronous data transfer techniques; (5) Understand 
the fundamentals of classic modulation tech
niques such as amplitude modulation (AM), fre
quency .ift keying (FSK), differential phase shift 
keying (DPSK), and quadrature amplitude modula
tion (QAM); (6) Demonstrate the ability to install 
and operate modems that are connected to leased 
voice grade telephone circuits; (7) I)emonstrate 
the ability to install and operate modems that are 
connected to the public switched telephone net
work (PSTN); (8) )emonstrate the ability to use 
the modem as a data communications network 

fault isolatik)n Instrument; (9) Demonstrate the 

ability to specify, design and install modems in 
extended link applications; (10) Understand the 
elements of multiplexing techniques such as frc
quency division multiplexing (I-DM), time divi
slon mulitplexing ('DM), and statistical time dlvi. 
sion multiplexing (STI)M); (11) Understand the ap. 
plicatlions of secondary channel signalling; and 
(12) Undcrstand the elements of line control 
routines and error checking algorithms. 

Focus, Managerial and technical with technical 
eniphais 

Orientations May 7 - 9, 1987 

// C/ 



Training Dates: May 11 - 29, 1987 
Locationt Sunrise, Florida 

Sponsor: Racal-Milgo 


87-112Introduction to Integrated 

Packet Networks (IPN) 

Course Description: 
This course presents a general introduction to the 
integration of packet switching networks. Topics
covered range from the concepts of packet switch-
ing to an overview of major functional com-
ponents and operational techniques. Emphasis is 
placed upon a network model that is constructed 
in segments in order to convey the principles of 
major elements that comprise the M/A-COM In-
tegrated packet network. The course is conducted 
using formal lecture with soen demonstrations 
pr.vided in order to show the operational 
characteristics of the model ntwork. 

Participant Learning Objectives: 
lb he able to: (1)Draw the hierarchy structure of 
the system; list the functions of cacti of the 
blocks that comprise the systcm; state how each 
of these blocks are interfac-d and related to each 
other; (2)State the minimum and maximum re. 
quirements of the NCPI, A., NOC, and PSN; (3)
.ist the network services provided and what ad-
ministrativc functions arc available, as well as cx-
plain how to access and control these services/ 
functions; (4) State what interfaces arc available; 
what access restrictions can be Imposed; how a 
call is routed; what a logical channel Is and what 
Its limitations arc; how cluster congestion is con. 
trolled; (5) State what data is downllnc loaded, 
what data is uplinc dumped; and explain the pro. 
cedurcs for loading and dumping; (6) State the 
call establishment process Including how the 
X,121 addressing scheme is used; what access 
restrictions are available; what the call records are 
and how they are retrieved; and what statistic are 
maintained by the system; and (7)State what con. 
figuration capability and control is provided by
the sy tcm; what events are and where they are 
snt; what syitem control functons ar in plac 

in the system; what system monitoring and debug 
capabilities are provided by the system. 

Prerequisitesi It is recommended, but not 
necessarily required, that the candidate have a 
good understanding of why main frame com
puters arc used in a network control environmentas well as a working knowledge of the X25 
CCITT Recommendations. 
Focus: Technical 

Orlentation: May 14 - 16, 1987
 
laining Date.: May 18 - 22, 1987
 

Location Germantown, Maryland
Sponsor: M/A-COM Telecommunications, Inc. 

87-113 
Uses of Microcomputerw In 
Telecommunications 

Course Description: 
This course provides an undcrstanding of the use 
of microcomputers in telccommunIcatIons ac
tivitics. It is designed to acquaint top-level per 
sonnel with new cosi effective options from use 
of smaller computers in managing and operating a 
telecommunications operation, Included In the 
course will be use of microcomputcrs for: 
economic and network analysis, in local area net
works linking either minicomputers or microcom. 
puters, in packet switching networks under pro. 
tocols such as X,25, SNA, or broadband and In 
remote or satellite hilling and administration ap
plicatlons. Also, It will include softwarc and scr
vices Issues and the characteristics of appropriact 
training in telecommunication%uses of microcom. 
puters. This course is recommended specifically 
for managers and senior engineers. 

Participant Learning Objectives.
 
PIarticpants will (I) Itave ued microconputers in
 
test applications for analytical purposes; (2)

Understand their role in modtern communications
 
networks and administrations; and (3) Ik capable
of outlining the baic questions neccs.sary for an 
effective request f(or id from major vendors 



Focusi Managerial and technical with managerial 
emphasis 

Orientations May 28 - 30, 1987 

Training Dates: June I - 5, 1987 

Locations Washington, D.C. 

Sponsor: Academy for Educational Development 

87-114 
Digital CarrierTransmission 

Course Description: 
This course begins with a digital Introduction to 
fundamentals of T.Carricr, followed by Digital 
Network Synchronization, and ends with detailed 
information on lData Transmission and Digital 
Data B nks. 

Participant Learning Objectivess 
Tk be able to: (1) Identify various parts of TCarricr 
System; (2) Install, test and clear DI Channel 
Banks, D3 Channel Banks, am! TI Span Line 
troubles; (5) 7Urn up the Synchronization 
Distribution Expander (SI)E); (4) Crossctnnect in. 
put signal to SI)E; (5) Cropsconnect SDE outputs; 
(6) Option Digital Channel Bank; (7) Identify trou
ble synchronimaion .. bay, Bank, digroup, ESS 
slipping; (9) Identify a D4 Digital Data Bank 
sypitcm; (10) Utilize text equipment; and II) Per-
form Installation and trouble analyslsi 

Focusi ITchi-al 

OrIcr#aoni May 28 - 30, 1987 

Training Datese June I - 19, 1987 
Location Denver, Colorado 

Sponsors US WEST 

87115 
Networking and 
Information Systems 

Course Description 
Thit coure enables the participant t) undcrstanu 

the interrelationships of Inf)rmation processing 
and telecommunications. It provides senior-level 
personnel with an insight into the application and 
uses of computers on a network. 1T)pics included 
In this course are data communications concepts, 
network components, topologies of networks, 
network architecture and standards, and business
applications. Micro and minicomputers are used 

in experiential sessions to reinforcc the concepts. 
This course is recommended for technical 
management and senior technical staff who are 
responsible for integration of data processing 
systems with tclecommunicatIons. 

Participant Learning Objectives. 
Ux)n successful completion of this course, the 
participant will bc able to: (I) Identify and discuss 
the basic concepts and terminology of a data 
communications system; (2) Understand the inter
relationships of Information systems and telecom
munications; and (3) Evaluate the application and 
use of data processing systems on a network. 

Notes It is recommended, but not necessarily re. 
quircd, that candidates attend the preceding 
course, 87.113.- "Uses of Microcomputers In 
Tclecommunc:tIons:' or have the equivalcnt 
experience. 

Focus. 1 chnical and managerial 
Orientation: June 4 - 6, 1987 
Taining Dates June 8 - 19. 987 

Location: Princeton, New Jersey 

Sponsors Unisys Corpc)ration 

87-201 

Management and 
Supcrvisory Techniqucs 

Repeatcd coure, we 87,101 for course 
dcwrlth, 

Focusi Managerial or thos. entcring managerial 
field 

Orientation: July ) II, 19H7 
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Traming Datesi July 13 - 31, 1987 
Locations Atlanta, Georgia 

Sponor stern Unionstems 

87-202 
Network Technical 
Control, Operations and 
ManagementRepeated 

Course Descriptions 
Overview of the design and operation of a 
modern network control facility, Trrestrial and 
satellite networks and iritcrfaces; frequency and 
time division statistical multiplexing, concen, 
trators, highspeed multiport modems, distribution 
frames, circuit monitoring, testing and trouble-
shooting. Operational management functions to 
Include reporting, plant In place and circuit 
records, automatic control of trouble tickets 
and technical supervisory techniques. Network 
distributed processing, numbering plans and 
engineering for prescribed grades of service 
Knowledge of equipment, procedures and opera-
tions is gained through informal technical 
seminars alternated with hands-on experience on 
a live state of the ar system. 

Participant Learning ObjectivesP 
(I) Obtain a detailed working knowledge of tiw 
hardware utilized In a modern network control 
facility and (2) Obtain comprehensive handsron 
experience in technical operation and operational 
management of network control facilitie, 

Peru)nnel should e enaged In the technical 
operation and operational management of digital 
networks. Participants should undcrstand basic 
elecernmics and the fundamentals of analog and 
digital circuits, Practical e",;ience In the opera, 
tion of notwork%and In Iroublemhoot ing singe 
and aggrgated channels is desirable. 

Focus. 7lmnlcal 

Orientations July 9 = II, 1997 
Tilnlng Dales, July 13 24, 19147 
Locatkn IonFrt Lauderdale, Florida 
Sponsors TRT 7T1rcuommunicatiin Cororialhlon 

87203 
Uses of Microcomputers in 
Telecommunicatlons/lnformatlon

for Telecommunications
 
management
 

(There arc two parts to this course,) 
(Th1re 

course, see 87113 for course 

description. 
Plwt a 

Course Descriptions 
Among the topics to be included In the course 
are; Introduction to data communications; con. 
ccpts of teleprocessing, relationships between In 
formation systems and telecommunications; con. 
cepts of communications network architecture; 
enhanced network services; standards for 
telecommunicatIons and interconnected systems; 
industry applications of telecommunications 
systems; enhanced central office equipment and 
services; and communications trends. Recom. 
mended for upper it middle management and 
senior staff personnel who are responsible for 
planning and deciding on telecommunications 
equipment and service, In support of data com. 
munications and Information proessing systems 

Ixrticlpan L.arnin ObJectives,
 
lb be able to (I) Define underntand and diseuks
 
principles of data communications and tele.
 
processing and the complementary relation.
 
ships beween Information systems and tclecom.
 
munications; (2) Identify and evaluate the need%
 
and limits of tlclcommunicaiIons s rvices; and (3)

Make informed judgments about the application
 
and use of Information processing systcms, in,
 
cluding related equipment and sevicesr
 
Focus. Managcrial and technical with managerial 

Cmphasi 

Orientation, July 9 - II, 19147 
Training Dtis, July 1i - 24, 19147 
Pl1 
Locations 4ahingtotn, I)( 
Sponsors Ac-ademy for atonal(od l)opinmnt 



Pan I 

Location: Raligh, North Carolina 
Sponsori IB|M Corporaion 

87-204 
Cellular Radiotelephone
Systems for Mobile,Portable 
and Fixed Communications 

Course Description: 
An overvicw of cellular radioltc: :onc concrqp 
and characterriticbt will be presented with a (ocu% 
(o how cellular icchnol(y can 1w applicd in 
d velopingl countrib Cellular sticyim geomletry 
and the rxpan-sion of capacity through a variety 
of frequenty rc.uw techniques will be e'xamined, 
Radio prt)pagaiion m(dcl%will lw reviewed with 
particular ernphami on r'al wo)rld" information,. 
The various c{:llular tigniusisg ,smytri(AMIS, 
TAC(2 and NOR)IC) will he rxplainrd. Intercon-
nection of the cellular yten it)the landlinc net-
work %%1he discusd uoking data from around 
the world at a NObli, 

Symcm implemcntation contidcration will he 
addrm bcd, a%well at data habermanagiocni, call 
rencords and suhwrillwr hilling 6surt Eximplcs of 
r.),bcm deiilg mthmology from operalonal 
tybtern1 around ithworld will 1w preented Ap 
plicalion of Cellular 4y1trlo tCchnologie%us pro-
vide telephone ervicc for fnxd iural %ubwcrihcrb 
will * trvievwd 

A full rangr o( icllular ilitting (local and 
rnoe)104 and %Irequipmene will 1w prrt-nwd1il 

in detail Symcm control capahilich including 
handoff, netwotking, and autatnatic roaming will 
1v diwu%-%cd finally, coumre pankipant will x 
prtw cte range ( fteatures ani uncltion 
avalabIk wilh tvlular radsclephone iqymtemb b 
actual "hind%it""uugc of m tbile and poltable 
Ilephti" 

PIllaricipant 1earninlg Objectivels 
1i1) hetorw illh Ithe Ohl-om Lt-'nI(pAI,familiAr wt 
parAn'100n%, and iatabililk of0'clllar 
radirklkltone tyqvowv Ill itm ethltual 

U 


managers and ystim planners to gain the vital In
sight and analytikal iot)l, to help assessb yi n re
quir{inents. Ainpl tini 1will hc provided for in.dlvidual arod collctive quest,,ions o)nan), facetl of 

systeim de. ign and implncnientation. 

Focus: 1hncal and managerial 

Orienttlone July, 23 - 25., 1917 

Tramlning Dates: July 27 - 31, 19H7 
locallon Chicago, Illinois 
Sponsor: Motorola, Inc 

87-205 
Ampex "C" Format 
Videotape Recorder System 
Theory and Maintenance 

Coure Deocrlpilion: 
This courw ltdcbigned to provmide naintrnance 
cngincrr and technician* with detailed 
knowledge of t1e theor, maintcnance icchniqu" 
and correct operating prtwrdurct of "C" - for. 
nut videotape rctordcrn using the Ampex 
VP-6/T I4 bybtcn as An rxamp!e 7Thplv- of 
dicubbion include magnetic recording iheory. the 
unique FM signal %ysiln, e!ctrotomchanical servis 
sy tim. control %ytmcrn, digital tinhlhate cor, 
rection, video proceting and audito recording 
Imtehniqiiw 

Participant learnaln Objectives,
 
1h 1w able to (I) !'ndcriund lantlic recording
 
Cf)1orn i, (2) R tognir bytcm aulib when and if
 
ihey oc'ur (.i)
I)monotratc the ability tirepair 
ilwie (Ault&, (4) Adluhi and align NO theiw 
moethAnicl Aind levirtmic %)%trmtin order to 
mainuin peak perf--ormane spc-ification of the 
VTR, and (0) Olerte the VIK -TIt4o vorrtvly 
in all1ode,%t 

Ne.udertli (WICVl0i'i, lMAtaW andenante CoXIOC 
cniif ietnwiniainh) murl haw a olid uodettn&d 

lo ,o( modern Ireitoniot tltttilly and hw 
irleb!ion iijgal itw!Iti) dertkt1 inttainttib'Ivfit 
tltrom hi coiunw 

*I'raW6prtilfy leilvetio" ta (dL N(l'4l'ndal 

)I
 



or SECAM) when applying, since course is limited 
to one standard only. 
Focus, Technical 
Orientation: July 23 - 25, 1987 
Training Dates, July 27 - August 14, 1987 

~ocaton: Redwood City, C'alifornia 
Sponsors Ampex Corporation 

87-206Management SkillsDvelopment 

Course Description 

This course isdesigned to enable managers to 

more effectively perform in a volatile, competitive 

telecommunications environment. Specific areas 

which arc developed during the course include: 

taking charge, productive working relationship%, 

values clarification, managing risk, implementing
 
ideas (rcady-firc-alm), project management, cfkcc 

tvc meeting, and group problem solving. 


Participans Learning ObJcclives 
l1) be able to (I) Create opportunities and take 
personal responsibility for your career; (2) 
I)cvekop moothcr working rcati(onship and 
avoid poblem rclationships (4) Identify your 
pesncmal values and understand how thew values 
can help y)-o to increase your job atisfaaon-, (4) 
Motivatc yourelf(and other%to Innovate and 
perform to potential by understanding and 
cncouraging cff li<v risk taking behavio, ) 
I)Xhvl)p an idea and preparc it for pr ,scnation t) 
a upervio)r or peer group; (6) Ifectively 
management a pnfect. and (7)Plan and fhwilit tr 
effective mceing and group problem solving 
04tualtltn. 

Focus. Managerial 
Oriestrallon, July 23 - 25, I917 

Trilning Dato July 27 = August 7 !19oCWsIonIakla I)enve'r, (olhoradoJ 

"p soro US WKT 

87-207 
Digital and Optical Fiber
 
'Transmission
 

Course Descriptioni 
This course provides acomprchensive technical
overview on all aspects of digital transmissilon 

and of fiber optic transmission, It Includes the 
principles employed for modulation of signals 
from analog to-digital and the subsequent 
multiplexing techniques used, Data interface rc
quircmcnts arc discussed for both 64kbit/scc and56khit/sec data, while at much higher bit rates 
different digital hicrarchies arc Investigated and 

compared. Ierformancc paramctcrs and objectives 
arc stated based on the CCITT RccommcndatIons. 
Principles and charactcristics of optical fibers, 
sources and detectors arc reviewcd together with 
techniques cmplrycd In jointing, before the use 
of optical fiber as transmission medium is In
vcstligatd, and an optical fMxr system developed. 

UJ-rticiMt Learnin8 0 bJcives: 
t be able to: (I) Obtain a detailed knowledge of 

the structure of digital hierarchies and techniqucs 
used In them, (2)Understand the principles of 
optical fiber as a trarsmision medium and be 
able to address the various component parts of 
an optical fiber ky*ytm; and (3) Acquire somc 
hands on knowledge of pcrformancc maintenance, 

Focus, Managrial and technical with technical 
emphasis 

Orientalioni July 30 - August 1, 1987 

TraIning Dates, August 3 - 14, 1987 
Locallon, Wshington, )C. 
Sponsors (able and Wircless ,4ornh America 

87-208 
Radio Broadcast Studio 
Deslign and Operations 

Course Description0 
An intcnsic v beri;s f %inkshlol" on the latest 
ctfrwqxhb, mthodst and trend%in the design, cono 



struction and operation of broadcast studios using 
appropriate technology, Among the segments: 
Design and evaluation process: acoustics, control 
boards, amplifiers, microphones, wiring and cir-
cuits. Tape machines (reel-to-reel, cassette and 
cartridge models). Audio and video monitors. 
Recording techniques: working with portable 
units in the field and fixed units in the studio. 
Remokefeeds: taking program material from off-
the-air, through satellites and by telephone/radio 
lines. Communications traffic: planning, schedul-
Ing and control. Preventative maintenance: ser-
vice and repair to ensure long equipment life. 

Participant Learning Objcctlvess 
Upon ouccessful completion of this course, the 
participants should be able to evaluate, advise 
and/or determine the studo designs, methods of 
operation and equipment relevant to the needs of 
their own countries. 

Focuss Technical and managerial with technical 
emphasis 

Orientationt July 30 - August I, 1987 
nmtalMng Dates: August 3 - 14, 1987 

locationo Washington, D.C. 

Sponsori Moice of America 

87-209 
Telecommunications 
Planning and Economic 
Decision Making 

Course Description, 
This course will include dicumlons of the 
decision.making procets and economic analysis, 
Emphasis will be placed on life cycle versus first 
Cost techniques, Participants will practice these 
techniques in classroom exercise and group cse 
activities, Among the topics to be covered arc, In, 
tr)ductun to the telecommunications network 
and network planning functions, deriving and 
comparing alicrnatvei; economic analyis; tine 
value of money-derivation of long and shorttcrm 
eco mic indicators; plan documcntalim and 
monitoring. Thi%course I recommended for 

managers and senior engineers with responsibility
 
for long-range planning studies (including
 
economic studies) or for making decisions based
 
on these studies. A four-year engineering degree
 
is strongly recommended.
 

Participant Learning Objectives&
 
lb be able to develop a basic long-range technical
 
plan using the planning process and economic
 
analysis techniques addressed in this course.
 

Focus: 	Managerial with technical background 
required 

Orientation: August 13 - 15, 1987 
Training: August 17 - 28, 1987 

Location, Princeton, New Jersey 
Sponsor AT&T 

87-210 
Broadcast Systems 
Operation and Maintenance 

Course Description 
The cours will consist of classroom discussions 
andk)r equipment demonstrations of new and re. 
cent developments in broadcasting equipment In. 
cluding: (I) Pulse Duration Modulation, P)lyphase 
Pulse Duration Modulation and AM Stereo; (2) 
short-wave transmitter techniques; (3)FM 
transmission, including Digitally Synthesized 
Modulation; (4) half and quarter wave cavity ap
plications In FM and TV; (5) television transmitter 
improvements, such as IF Modulation, low level 
sideband filters, ln,7idntal phase correction and 
tuning procedures for double tuned tube type 
amplifiers; (6) efficiency Improvements for UIIF 
Klystron amplifiers; (7) pattern testing and VSWR 
measurement of antennas for FM and TV; (14) tube 
life enhancement featuring air handling and vapor 
phase cooling rquirement%. (9) studlo equipment 
application of audio consoles, program ,utoma
tion, and facilities control (a microprocessor hasd 
remote control); (10) satellitc links and antenna 
controllers; (11) Scrvice Part% Management: (12) 
Quality Circle Concepts; and 0A,) ikrmncl 
Management by ()h 1%ti%'. 
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Participant Learning Objectives, 
(1)7b increase working knowledge of the theory, 
operation and maintenance of broadcast systems 
as presented in this technical education program 
and (2) lb enhance management skills and to ir-
prove operational efficiency by learning and prac-
ticing management by objective techniques. 

This course has been structured primarily for 
radio and television engineers desiring to expand 
their knowledge of equipment theory and 
management techniques. Management level per-
sonnel who wish to enhance their overall
 
technical understanding of systems are also en
couraged to apply. 


Focus: Technical and managerial with technical 
emphasis 


Orientation: August 13 - 15, 1987 

Training Datesi August 17 - 28, 1987 

Locations Quincy, Illinois 

Sponsors Iarrii Corporation, Broadcast Group 

87-211 


Subscriber Loop Transmission 
and Fiber Optics 

Course Description: 
Thtz course will enable the participants t 

understand the terminology and concepts 
as.olated with the use of pair gain systems and 
fiber optics in the subscriber cable network. Prac-
lical application includes the opportunity to turn. 
up and test a typical %ubscrilrloop carrier. Prac-
tc is al) given in the splicing and teiting of 
fiber optic cable. 

Ptrticipant Learning Objectives$ 
After completing this course the participant will 
be able it):(I) K ,cognizc oneptsthe terms and 
used In pair gain %ytemns and fibr optlc cables, 
(2) Riccogrnlic componcnts and their functions; (3) 
Kecognix iharacterittivi of digital line design; (4) 
Kecognlx ptinciples of multiplexing; (5) 'rrnup 
anti tres a subscriber lotp cartier; (6) %Spkefiber 
optic cables using netha:ical and fusion trch. 
niques, and (7) IPrform #.os nwaturementr on 
fiber oplic cable. 

Focus: Trchnical 
Oricntations August 13 - 15, 1987 

Training Dates: Augut 17 - 28, 1987 
Locations Silver Spring, Maryland 
Sponsors Bell Atlantic Corporation 

87-301 
Management and
 
Supervisory Techniques
 

Repeated course, see 87-101 for course 

description. 

Focus: Managerial or those entering managerial
field 

Orientations September 24 - 26, 1987 

Training Dates: September 28 - October 16, 1987 

Locations Atlanta, Georgia 

Sponsor Vistern Union 

87-302
 
Store and Forward
 
Switching Systems, 
Operation and Management 

Course Descriptions 
Overview of local distribution networks and 
long-haul aggrcatc% Placement and use of direct 
subscribcf modems and dialup modem intcrfaces, 
hubbing, frcquency/time division multiplexing. 
concentrators, hithspecd multi-port modcnis, and 
terresrial ind s2atcllite links. Network distributed 
prwehing, numbering plansi, and flow control, 
Network engineering for prescribed graets of ter
vices, is Impact on network suer and cost, and 
the interconnectlon with other n tworks, Em. 
plasis on telex and telxrclated *ervices, 

Participant Learning Objectivesi 
(1) Oblain a detailed working knowledge of the 
archit!ctur, hiadware and s)ftware emplo)d in 
a modern digital m!sage %witching ystem and 
(2)Obain conmphrrhe nsve hand:son knowledge 



of message processing and store and forward 
computer system operations. 

Technical staff in telegraph/telex operations 
with good knowledge of the fundamentals of 
telegraph (F.31) and telex operations, whether 
manual or automatic. 

Focus: Technical 

OrientationsSeptembcr 24 - 26, 1987 

Traiing Datesi Septcmber 28 - October 9, 1987 

Locations Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Sponsors TRT 7llccommunicat ions Corporation 

87-303 
Electromechanical Switching: 
Step-by-Step In Today's 
Telephone Network 

Course Descriptions 
This course is designed to provide participants 
with an overview of analog electromechanical 
switching concepts, specifically ,trowger Step-by. 
Step (S x S) Central Office Equipment (COE) and 
Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PAIX). 

Topics to be di.cusscd and studied Include 
basic electromechanical theory, S x S switching 
concepts, prctical switchtrain applications, 
automatic number Identification, traffic planning 
and power consumption, troublehooting and 
repair, maintenance wheduling and procedure%, 
and state of the art feature availability, 

Participant Learning Objectivesi 
lb provide all partcipants with: (I) asic 
thcoretical undcrsunding of analog Step.ly.trp 
and othcr clcironechanical switching principles; 
(2) IIcW working %killsrequired (or planning and 
maintaining Stpl y.Step CO E; (3) IKands-on ex. 
pecr enc in trouble tnal)sis and repair techniques%; 
(4) Example. of vost va, revenue asecvt of adding 
toay's featurc, (e.g. touch-lone, ANI, etc) ito 
existing electromechanical switchtrains11 

Focus: 1l.chnical 
Orientationl October I - 3. 1987 

Traing Datcst October 5 - 16, 1987 
Location: Memphis, 'Tnnessee 

Satellite Systems Applications 
For Rural Communications 

Course Description:
 
Designed particularly for dcvelopmcnt and com
munications planners, the course will provide an
 
examination of innovative uses of satellite
 
technologies (and ,:xisting terrestrial systcms) to
 
meet national dcvr-iopmcnt needs, particularly the
 
telecommunicatkns needs of rural institutions
 
anti communities. It will include a review of cx.
 
perimental and operational applications in
 
distance education, health, and agriculture, as
 
well as rural tclcphone infrastructurc, Addressed
 
will be audio.conferncing, data networks, and
 
rural telephony, with mention of rural broad.
 
casting. Discussions will cover steps required it)
 
develop rural applications; the wlection of ap.
 
propriate telecommunications technologies, b th
 
for transmission and for the end-uscr; the in.
 
tcrplay of Institutional, programmatic, and
 
technical factors in planning a sys m; as well as
 
the Issues surrounditig training, evaluation, and
 
financing, Examplcs will be given both for the
 
developing world, and the tlS., and discused in
 
particular detail will be the results of project%
 
associated with the All) Rural Satellite Program in
 
Indonesia, Peru and the Caribbean. )u ,%usion
 
will also address tcchnolo A adaptation, for
 
rural systems, such as simall earth %tationdesign,
 
slar power s)urccs, anti use of cxisting non,
 
satllitc, terrestrial networks,
 

Participant Learning Objectives 
be able i addrss the multid -cipliniry pro, 



losss of planning, designing, Implementing and 
evaluating 	telecommunication wervices fir rural 
users, 
Focuso Managerial 

Orientations October I - 3, 1987 
Training Dates, October 5 - 9, 
Lcation, Wa~shington, D.C. 

Sponsor, 	U.S. Agency for International [ evelop. 
ment; Academy for Educational 
Development 

87-305 
SCPC Satellite System Architecture 
for Rural Communications 

Course Description, 
The fir t part of the course serves as a review of 
the fundamental conce)ts and principles of 
satellite communications. U!pon completion of 
this part of the coure, particirpant should 1w 
familiar with the key conceptS of satellite 
communications. 

The second part of the course will review the 
state of the art in very small aperture terminal 
(VSAT) Satellite Systen I hhnology with a;n ema. 
phasis on their route traffic and rural ctrnmunica. 
lionm for doevloping nations, Current trend. In 
SCPC technology will be explored and di.':ussed 
in the context of VSAT applkiatom,,, including in-
tegration with e.xiting tcrrestrial microwave 
lqtcm. 

The third part of the course will focus on the 
futur trends in atlllite communications and 
W )m|1ental imi)Acls on VSATt technology

The fourth part will address financial con%idcra, 
lion and managerial trade-off. of SC(AICSAT 
Implementation. 

Participant learning Objectives, 

71) be able ito Identify and ealuale vomponent! 

of SCPC architeclure with emphasis placed upon 

rural satellite tystem application. 


The course is reconlmmendcd for telecom. 
munications executives and managers as well as 
engineers involved iI) the management, planning, 
design or operations of SCPC/VSAT satellite 

Focus, 11chnical 
Orientaion October 8 - 10, 1987 
TrainingDate, October 12 - 16, 1987 

Lcation 	 Gemantown, Maryland 

Sponsors 	M/A-COM Thlcommunicat ions, Inc. 

87-306 
Satellite Communications 
Management 

Course Description, 
In any systern, proper management and cost ef 
fectivc utilization will result in added efficiency 
and equipment reliability. As the demand for 
comnlunications grows, the natural instinct is it 
build larger satellltes and design tighter tolerances 
it) niaximize the utilization of each channel. 

Correct use of transponder space, together with 
optimum operating parameters practiced by all 
users, will result in vveryone reiaping benefit from 
the sNytem with little or no percel)tihle degradation. 

This coure will ctver the vartous facct, of 
operational )wntem performance and address pro 
hlcms relating it) tcllite %ytemand earth station 
operalion. 

Participant eiarning Objectives, 
l4rtiukIpants will he able to address, the fundamn
lal conccl of actllie telecommunications; oh,
lain knoiledge of the regulatory and opwrational 
requirements; d'evlop a better undertanding of 
the tradeoffs and solutions to is uc.sful opera

lion of earth stailonts 
l)irrcot , nAnagers and enginers who are 

re-ponttle for the technicilaS 'pration tit satellite 
caimunications or the plantnig of future co n 

nlment4 in tis field should titend thi%courwe 



Focusi U(chnical and managerial Focus: Managerial and technical 

Orientations October 15 - 17, 1987 Orientations October IS - 17, 1987 

Training Dates, October 19 - 30, 1987 	 Training Dales: October 19 - November 6, 1987 

Location: Clarkshurg, Maryland Locationt 	Italcigh, North Carolina 
Dallas, TexasSponsors COMSAT 

Sponsors Northern Tclccom Inc. 

87-307 
Digital Switching Concepts 

87-308 
Course Descriptions Management/Supervlsor 
This course is designed t give participants a Development 
generic overview of digital switching concepts 
and basic digital theory as applied to both the Course Descriptions 
central office and private branch exchange (PBX). This program is designed for the trainingkdcvelop-
Among topics to be discussed arc Analog to mcnt as well as the personnel professional who Is 
I)Igital Conversion, Stored Program Control, Time tesponsible for Human Remurces Training and 
Switching & Networks. The participants will also Adminis ration. The first week of the course is 
be exposed to generic digital switch hardware devoted t how MCI International orients its 
and peripheral functions. some time will 4c given emplo)ees on its products and services and how 
to an tverview with common control %witching we develop our managerstsupervisorsb. 
systems, Finaily, the student will be exposed to During the second week of the course par. 
the elements of planning a digital network, ticipant* ate required to make a presentation on a 

Participant Learning Objectives: 	 training rlated Issue for review and discussion 
aimed at Improving their managrial skills.11) be able to; (I) Explain in general terms the 

analog to digital conversion process; (2) Identify 7T)pics will include (I) Orientation of New 

the hardware comx)cnt, of a digital switch; (3) Emph))lo: producthervic training, use of visual 

Explain the major functions performed h aids, and wtrktxxks and (2) Management 

distributed call pnrocssing equipment; (4) Name Dcvlopmnt; communications skitls, goal setting. 

the various type,%of custom wrvices avai!Ahlc delegation and time managcment. and leadership 

with NPC systems; (5) Identify factors important stylI 
in planning for a digital network; (6) Explain in 
general term* the steps involved in proccsing a Participant Learning Objectivesi 
call through a digital switching %yseCm(7) Identify T bIe jhl io: (I) Imprnve working relationships 
the charactertstics and explain the operatlon of a and solve people related problems; (2) Plan and 
Private lranch Exthange. (H)Demribe the w)ft, manage the gtl seiting process and dailly ac. 
ware and hardware architeclurr of a PIRX systm, tivitio for Increased prtuctivity, (3) )emon 
(9) Select various features available with a PIX strate and evaluait prscmal IradrShir, styles 
syslem; (10) Identify variout charactrisics for ito (t Ae situatio, and 4) Intrmduc, parici, 
comparium of PILX systems; (11) I)crtlbe the in- iunlt it) MCI Internatimal's cmplohe) crienta. 
tegration of voice and data into one central ctsn- tion pftram om prtJucts and srvi-te 
trInl point such as the PIX, including the advant IV0ual Managrrial 
uges as well as technoltogy; (12) I)scusib 

rvices Netsisk Orieatlstons Ocolwr Ii = 1' 19""1chractristics of an Init-rated S 

including influceo kugh as ISl)N, X 4(g) 1,AwA! Training Dates: (toltr 1) M 19147V), 
Area Networks, ci,; and (03) lD)twus varoms 

ulAhingto, 
thin to frllow prt)f,,fnfIsn Sponsors MCI Inwternatiftl, InW 
ilchniquc usetul in transfcrring torse informa 	 LOlatlOIni I)( 



87-309 
The Network 

Couroc D .cription, 
This course provides a general overview of the 
telecommunications network as it exists today.
Tbplcs included in the course are: Transmission 
Theory - signal analysis, signal propagation,
analog, modulation, transmission performance,
digital formats, network standards; Thansmission 
Media - microwa.e, satellite, llghtwave (fiber op.
tics), analog vs. L.gital, wire cable, coaxial cable,
and T carrier; Special Purpose Networks - VAN,
packet switching, LAN, ISDN, and stored program
controlled networks. In addition, benefits and 
limitations of pmsent day network offerings and 
future network possibilities are discussed. 

Participantl earning Objectivesi 
Upon completion of this course, the participant 
will be able to: (I) Define circuit chara<-teristic, 
and parameters; (2) Decribc analog vs. digital
transmission; (3) Describc four types of transmis. 
ion media; (4)Explain transmission performance 

impairments; (5) Describe the types of impair. 
ments encountered by various types of analog
and digital ervices; and (6) Explain the dif. 
ferences between packet switching and mesagc
switching, 
Focus, Managerial 
Orientation# October I - 17. 1987 
Training Dates, Otober 19 - 30, 1947 
loation, Philadelphia, Pcnnsylvania 
Sponsor 0ll Atlantic Corlworation 

87-10 
Telecommunlcations 
Thnmisslon Syutems 

Coure Dercriplono 
This titour will jddrr%&irrrstI al transmission 
oyttems dc ligwd for analog microtwav, radio. 
digital mtrcoaAvr radio and digiual lightwave ap 
plkathm% Included will be anah*!and digital
multiplex hierarhic%(of vo4tc, data and vido) 

applications, In addition to equipment and 
technology Issues for microwave path design,
antenna systems and plant issues will be discussed 
as well as lightwave cable route design and 
cable installations. 

Participant Learning Objectivesi
1") understand how to specify and design tandem 
terrestrial transmission systems using analog
microwave, digital microwave and digital
lightwave-from standard interface to standard 
Interfa:e. 

Attendees should have completed requirements
for Bachelor of Schkace in Electrical Engineering 
or have equivalent work experience in microwave 
radio andk)r lightv,-ave transmissi,)n. 

Focus, Managerial and technical 

Orientation October 29 - 31, 1987 
Training Dates, November 2 - 13, 1987 
Locationi Dallas, Te-xas 
SponoriRokwll International Corpration,
SoorRoe InratIonl 

Thlecommunicathons 
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RESPONSES TO USTTI 
TRAINING 

The experience Ihad while In 
the U.S.-.the new friends I 
made, the new ideas I learned, 
the sharing of time and effort.-
all these have made me a dif-
ferent person. "Seeing" the 
world on a wider scope has 
made Me a more mature, 
tolerant and understanding 
individual--in the office and 
even at home. I have put to 
good use all the Insight 
gained. 

Tbelma Balajadia 
PIILIP'PINES 

My expectations of the course 
were more than fulfilled; the 
answers to many key questions 
In the telecommunications field 
were thoroughly discussed from 
different viewpoints and 
backgrounds and by first las 
protfessionals. S. 
1 think that the U,. through 

the USTTI provides an opp)r" 
tunity for the less developed 
countries to attain the know. 
ledge to help thenslves in 
expanding and strengthening 
their communications capahil. 
ities. Only by cooperating and 
sharing know-how we can 
bridge the ap htwcen the 

devcl,advanced 2nd the Ics 

oped countries, 
I am sure the experience 

gained during the course will 
he useful to me in my work In 
haping the MinIstry's pkliclrs 

and In evaluatingi new services 
and activities in the Ilijhtihkch 
!elecotm field, I intend sharingi 
with my collcagues 

/taint1ahib 
ISRAFl. 

Local training courses are 
planned in order to pass on the 
training received. Once again, 
thank you. 

tI.FI. McAllster 
GU'ANA 

I wish to express my deep 
thanks for the hospitality 

she me.pitam
USTTI showed me. I am 
grateful alsfr the time and 
effort spent on making the on. 
tire trainin.g group comfortable 
during their stay in the U.S. My 
company lx)ks forward to 
mutual cooperation with USTTI 
in the future, 

Alamdoub Abd El Azz 

EGt'IT 

r, 
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lnlimamlyfamillar with ltbv muwilIeUl.$Iftuuoy and vqeuIpmwent. AW,
I" (I twlbo.mcdIand ,OImmt, R 
em omplewd to lb. kulut 4loqom 

IraImifr 1Ia "'bgJfl-" traling 

I have resumed my normal 
duties and you will he pleased 
to learn that &omeof the new 
methods I learned In the broad. 
casting field arc hccoming very 
efkctive. Where I lacked confidnce bcfiWre the cours, it'S 
now the other way aound I 
handle my equipment with con
adence and pride. 

pundda Aduun II, 
IAAWI 

The I1STTlvrwm an t)plx)r. 
tunily of new knmlcdge and 
expcrlise in trlcucommtun'ica 
tiotn I iermonally b clev 
tht! fihs program is useful, It I% 
onctof tile Ist inqtrunicnti the 
United utatc%la made for tile 
intcresth isf IO)ple in the 
dtvrtqnig lountrits The dirivt 
tendiciatrio arv people and
through thtem, goverinflit

heo 
pr 1s Inat ivle 

li t 11 
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The technical trining has 
equipped me with sufficient 
knowledge to enable me to 
contribute meaningfully to the 
promotion and progrcss of 
telecommunications In my 
organization. 

No words can actually show 
the feelings that are coming to 
my m,nd of the wonderful 
times I had In the United States. 
I thank all of you--thc lecturers, 
the people of the telecom-
munications industry, the 

The training program helped 
me In fulfilling my job re
quirements at a higher standard 
since it provided me with the 
most up-to-date information in 
the relevant field, 

A..N. Kularaine 
SA. Mlll$-Rolrlson government officials and al SRI LANKA 
GIANA those involved In the training.

During these 40 days I was I have always considered 

I think this course Is very useful 
for me because in our develop-

priviledged not only to learn 
about spectrum management, 
but als) to meet wonderful 

myself an expert in radio srec
trum management and amateur 
radio administration, hut with 

Ing countries, the most imior-
tant thing is good manage-
ment, based on economically 
efficicnt decisions that can 
allow the best use of the 
limited resources. 

Jesus Antonio Casielanos 1. 
IIHONDIURAS 

people from all over the world. 
These seminars were a 

chance for international unity, 
which showed that people still 
care for each other without 
considering color or race. 

Andreis I.),metriades 
CYPRUS 

the additional knowledge I have 
gained I have now become an 
EXPERT. And I hope I will have 
a long time to contribute to the 
development of telecommunica
tions in my country. 

Rudolph A. Rouw 
JAMA ICA 
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Marcel P.Joseph 

01wraJinj (itlcer 
COMSAT 

Harrison Schmitt 
f'brmerr United %ko$4. 
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David J. Markey 

ReguIaton AJJairs, 
lk-dt%outh Croruitio 

Alfred C. $Ike$ 
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Travis Marshall 
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USTTI SPONSORS
 

AT&T 

Academy for Educational 
Development 

American Radio Relay League 

Ampex Corporation 

BellSouth Corporation 

Bell Atlantic Corporation 

COM PRO, Inc. 

COMSAT 

Cable and Wireless North America 

Citibank, N.A. 

Columbia lBroadcasting System 
(CBS) 

Digital Equipment Corporation 

G;TE Corporation 

flarri% Corporation, 
Blroadcait Group 

International Amateur Radio Union 

Internailonal Bu.1nr% ichincs 
(orporation (IBM) 

Internatiral Telephone A 
Telegraph Corp)ratito (II) 

MIA(.)M TrlecommunilAtion%, 
Inc, 

MCI (Comnmunhvalhonl(Corpt~rAtio 

Molotill's111v 

NASA 

The New York Times 
Foundation 

Nord Resources Corporation 

Northern Telecom Inc. 

Pacific Telesis International 

Racal-Milgo 

Rockwell International 
Corporation 

Southwestern Ill Foundation 

Spectrum Planning, Inc. 

'iRT Telecomnunicat ions 
Corloration 

IUS WEST 

'ihly Cori)oration 

Western Union Telegraph 
Company 

The Xerox Foundath 

Federal Sponsors 

Agency for International 
Developnment (AID)
 

Department of Commerce 

Department of State 

Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC)
 

National Tcecommunication%
 
and Information Admirdttration
 
(NTIA) 

!nited State% Information Agency 
(USIA) 

Voice of Anerica (VOA) 
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